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It has been 32 years since Taipei Fine Arts Museum (TFAM) was founded. This year, 2015, TFAM, with cumulative 
art specialty, continued to inspire more creativity and to unfold as well as to introduce the multiple faces of modern 
art in order to enrich the aesthetic experience of the general public.        

This book is a collective work reviewing the various achievement and accomplishment of TFAM in 2015; it is 
divided into four major sections: Exhibitions & Display, Research & Publications, Promotion & Education and 
Permanent Collection & Innovation. The first section introduces the eighteen exhibitions hosted in 2105, including 
four international exhibitions, seven exhibitions of contemporary Taiwanese art, four exhibitions by submission 
and one of contest-winning artwork, one competition exhibition, one collection exhibition and one biennial. Among 
the international ones, "The Power of Architecture: Louis Kah" and "Lee Mingwei and His Relations: The Art of 
Participation" were the most notable and both had gotten good reviews. The former was the first international tour 
exhibition to retrospect Louis Kah, the sage poet in the architecture circle, in the recent twenty years. Compared 
to traditional retrospective exhibitions reviewing the artistic works in chronological order, this one was curated 
and displayed according to themes. The latter was a collaborative exhibition with Mori Art Museum in Japan, 
collecting fifteen important art projects of Lee since 1995, including "Our Labyrinth," which was the newly 
created artwork for the exhibition this time. The seven exhibitions of contemporary Taiwanese art, inclusive of 
the self-made exhibitions had displayed TFAM's ability to curate and research. They are "Chen Shun-chu: Coral 
Stone Mountain," "Effusive Vitality: Chuang Che Retrospective Exhibition," "The Testimony of Food: Ideas and 
Food," which combined with multiple artistic forms, "Alice's Rabbit Hole –Everyday Life, Comprehensible and 
Incomprehensible," "The Night of Sodom," which was the accomplishment of art circle's collaboration and the 
"cross-disciplinary" performance promoted intensely at the beginning of my term of service, and etc. As for the 
competition exhibition, the photography work, "Metamorphosis" of Wang Hsiang-lin won the first prize of Taipei 
Arts Awards this year. It was the first time that a work using photography as the pure medium won the first prize 
after Taipei Arts Awards was reformed in 2010. "Formosa in Formation: Selected works from the Taipei Fine Arts 
Museum Collection" as the collection exhibition this year exhibited the collected artworks created by Taiwanese 
artists and Japanese teachers coming to Taiwan during the Japanese Occupation. These treasured works had been 
collected by TFAM for more than thirty years and near fifty pieces had their debut at this exhibition. 56th Venice 
Biennial Taiwan Pavilion highlighted the artist, Wu Tien-chang, whose solo exhibition, "Never Say Goodbye" 
presented the alternation in the political authorities in Taiwan for the hundred years; with the background of 
migrant society, Wu traced back to the nostalgic affect in the postwar Taiwan, showing the unique understanding of 
the affection of local Taiwanese and human beings.  
        
Besides the journals and publications published regularly, the construction for documentation center had been 
finalized at the end of 2015. In the future, this center, with the function of collecting and reusing document, 
would serve as the support for TFAM's research work about exhibition, education, collection, publishing and so 
on. "Knowledge Lecture," one of thematic projects, had invited Huang Ming-chuan and Scott Chi to talk about 
audio/video skills and shared their fruits of creation, and finished interviewing orally with Chang Chao-tang as 
well as recording his creations of video and film. Late in November, the international conference, "Southeast Asia 
and Taiwan: Modernity and Postcolonial Manifestations in Visual Art," invited the scholars, experts and curators 
worldwide to give speeches and to join the roundtable forum in order to have a better understanding of the art 
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development in Taiwan as well as Southeast Asia and to construct the discourse of Taiwan and Asia. 

As for section of Promotion and Education, it introduces various tour services, lectures and speeches, etc. echoing 
the exhibitions held in the year. Seeing the tendency for Taiwan to become the society with high aging population, 
TFAM first planned the activity especially for the elders to visit the museum to appreciate art, to immerse their 
mind in the beauty of artworks and to make them enjoy learning new things so as to create a healthier life with 
energy. Children's Art Education Center hosted "Get Rhythm with Paul Klee Interactive Exhibit and Workshop 
Series" in April. With music performance, art movie theater, and Children's Day Party which was collaboratively 
presented with Philharmonic Radio, this series had attracted more then ten thousand visitors during the Children's 
Day holiday. "I Want to Dream" later on opened before the beginning of summer vacation in order to provide 
the families with options at their leisure. In the second half of the year, continuing the issue of environmental 
sustainability, workshops such as "Poster Workshop" and "Workshop for Teens: What Have We Made?" were 
held. What's worth mentioning is that it was the first time for TFAM targeted teenagers as the main participants of 
workshops, for the energy of teen audience has long been my concern. 

The first prize for X-site in 2015 was "The Texture of Uncertainty," created by the members of Synchronic 
Composing Architect—Chiu Yu-wen and Hsu Wei-lun, and the prizewinning work was also displayed in the square 
of TFAM. Besides, echoing with the New Year celebration, World Design Capital Taipei 2016, held by Department 
of Cultural Affairs, TFAM extended the opening hour on December 31st and invited Theatre De La Sardine to have 
the performance at site. 2016 Taipei Break-Of-Dawn Concert invited Tsai Hairu to transform the exhibition in 
Children's Art Education Center, "I Want to Dream" into an outdoor installation called "Dreamer's Check-in Place: 
Special Event on the New Year's Day in 2016" near the riverbank to display the thoughts related to dreams and life; 
staff of TFAM along with the general public joined the event, expecting the fresh new year together. 

The abovementioned is the museum's effort and production over the past year, and in order to catch up with 
modern day technology, both software and hardware of TFAM has been upgraded. Taking the aspect of Permanent 
Collection & Innovation as an example; with the regard to upholding the excellent standard and state of artworks 
the "Conservation Laboratory," which carries a range of advanced science apparatus, was set up to assist the 
collection of new works and the museum's preservation of artwork quality on March 5th. Another example related to 
Public Relations & Marketing affair, in recent years, the museum has devoted greatly in the effective promotion of 
different information, in order to facilitate a wider readership. This year, the museum has tapped into social media 
like App and Facebook, which are conducive to an even more effective method of promotion, as well as a closer 
interaction with the public. The number of current Facebook fans in 2015 has reached 70,000, which shows great 
promise compared to 30,000 in 2014. This strategy has attracted a more diverse clientele and achieved remarkable 
profit for the museum in terms of the scope of viewers.

This was a year of harvest for TFAM. The number of visitors broke the record of the past four years due to the 
large-scale exhibitions held in spring and summer. The growth and honour were from the contribution of all the 
members in TFAM. Besides being recognized by the general public in Taiwan, TFAM was honoured by some 
international favor. There were six exhibitions ranked in 2015 Top Ten Excellent Exhibition in Taiwan, a vote held 
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by Artist Magazine. "Lee Mingwei and His Relations: The Art of Participation" ranked first, "Chen Shun-chu: Coral 
Stone Mountain" ranked the third, "Formosa in Formation: Selected works from the Taipei Fine Arts Museum 
Collection" ranked the sixth, "The Testimony of Food: Ideas and Food" and "The Power of Architecture: Louis 
Kahn" both ranked the eighth and "Alice's Rabbit Hole" ranked the ninth. In addition to the vote, "Lee Mingwei 
and His Relations: The Art of Participation" ranked the eleventh in Best of 2015: Our Top 15 Exhibitions Around 
the World, the vote held by New York Hyperallegic art forum and also won the 14th Taishin Arts Awards together 
with "Microphone Test—Hsu Che-yu Solo Exhibition." TFAM gained the recognition from not only exhibition 
but also the publications. Publications such as Modern Art Quarterly, Xu Bing: A Retrospective and Taipei 
Biennial 2014: The Great Acceleration were valued with high praise; especially Modern Art Quarterly received 
the Outstanding Government Publications Award solely as a journal. However, TFAM with thirty-two-year history 
is a head of experienced museum in Taiwan. In the future, TFAM will keep facing more challenges and missions. 
Here I hope wholeheartedly that in the future, TFAM can make a good use of the accumulated energy from the 
departments with their own specialties to connect with the fast paced of modern current, keeping excelling at our 
art specialty, cultivating people with potential and talents, collaborating with other institution and performing well 
in administrative efficiency so as to build up the internationalized cultural vision in an all-round way and to make a 
move to the next thirty year. 

Lin Ping                                            
Director of Taipei Fine Arts Museum
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I︱ Museum Outlook

TFAM's Modern Art Quarterly received the 
Outstanding Government Publications Award once again

TFAM's Modern Art Quarterly is designed with a strikingly vibrant visual style, and every tri-month 

issue has its own topic of discussion, which showcases the emerging thoughts of the contemporary art 

scene, and serves as a bridging medium of exchange to access knowledge and different points of view 

outside the museum. The feature chapter in 2015 targeted Southeast Asian modern-contemporary 

art, and amassed knowledge and understanding of each of the neighbouring countries. Professionals, 

academics, and art critics were invited to compose discussion essays in resonance and collaboration 

with the museum's current exhibitions, promotion, and collections. In addition, the artists of the 

current exhibitions were invited to design on-paper creative projects with the concept of "The Art 

Museum in Print" in mind, bringing about unique compositions, which would be a giveaway for 

readers' collection and appreciation. Following the quarterly's achievement in 2014, Modern Art 

Quarterly received accolades again and awarded with the Outstanding Government Publications 

Award as the sole winner as a journal. The quarterly aspires to expand its scope of readers and to 

engrave into the society the life aesthetics of Taiwan contemporary art through accessible art critique 

and abundant visual imagination.

The establishment of  "Conservation Laboratory" seeks to 
enhance the quality and potency of restoration and preservation 

TFAM seeks to effectively preserve excellent artworks; thus, apart from the addition of staff 

in art restoration in 2012, the Conservation Laboratory was set up on March 5th in 2015 by the 

museum. The newly added quarter allows in-museum art preservation and restoration, as well as the 

employment of professional conservator-restorers to carry out renovating procedure in the museum. 

With the irreplaceable assistance of advanced science apparatus for the information management of 

existing collections, the museum's capability in preserving artwork's quality as well as its research 

development, are immensely improved and encouraged. 

Since modern-contemporary artists are very much emancipated from the traditional medium of art, 

TFAM's future challenge in art preservation involved with the protection of multimedia works, the 

strengthening of communication with international organizations, as well as fostering talents for art 

preservation. Although in the field of art preservation and restoration TFAM is still green, it is hoped 

that with timely preparation and an enthusiastic attitude to get connected with the development of 

Taiwan's creative scene, the future of modern-contemporary art preservation will be well-developed 

and abundant.

006              Taipei Fine Arts Museum│ 2015
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The first prize of 2nd X-site—The Texture of Uncertainty

"X-site" is a TFAM's experimental art project which amalgamates architecture and events, exploring how architectural elements reform the public space. There was an open call for 

the artworks, and after the committee of judge's review, the winning work will be installed in the plaza in front of the museum. In 2015, 31 groups participated, and after rounds of 

adjudication, the champion was won by Chiu Yu-wen and Hsu Wei-lun, the members of  "Synchronic Composing Architect" and their winning piece was "The Texture of Uncertainty," 

which was inspired by the drawing of the architectural artist Chen Chi-kwan. Merging that with the young architect's imagination of ancient cities in history, the resulting installation was 

morphed into a meeting point oscillating between matter and non-matter, in response to the theme of X-site in 2015—Meeting Point. Through the extension of paper walls and wires, as 

well as the moving viewpoints of passers-by, a randomly formed meeting point was created. Overlapping hills and mountains revealed themselves, resonating in juxtaposition against the 

superimposed plaza and streets. A random meeting place was thus composed. The corporeal enormity of this poetic maze in its entanglement appeared to be overpoweringly great, but at 

the same time reflected the translucence light, like the cloud in the mountain. Visitors could move within the installation led by multiple points of sight consisted of wires and encounter 

unknown people and things.

"Synchronic Composing Architect" through communication and integration brought the spirit of  "craftsmanship"  into the making of  "The Texture of Uncertainty"  in order to advocate 

the key concept of X-site. In the process of performing craftsmanship, the core of the knowledge in different industries came into the site, collaborating and becoming the backbone of the 

work. "The Texture of Uncertainty" emphasized the cross-disciplinary experimental spirit and displayed the local industries' ability to make innovation. Exhibition Date: 25th April, 2015 

to 12th July, 2015

Chen Shun-Chu: Coral Stone Mountain, 
a large-scale retrospective exhibition of a mid-generation artist

Chen Shun-chu（1963-2014）being prominent in Taiwan's post martial law period, is a pioneer of the 90's composite video installation art in Taiwan. 

TFAM planed to stage a retrospective exhibition for him. Nearly 200 pieces of work created in his career and the personal images, manuscripts as well 

as videos made from the time of being a college student to the term of military service were displayed to retrospect and record his life journey. His 

experimental creations had developed the multiple meanings and visual aesthetics for Taiwanese Photography. Regarding art as both life and death, Chen 

went beyond the border of his life experience, extended the vision of human beings with the power of his artistic energy, leaving the high achievement in 

art for the people in contemporary time to appreciate. Exhibition Date: 24th January, 2015 to 26th April, 2015.

Official inaugurated new director Lin Ping wishes to 
embrace a new future with TFAM

The former director of TFAM, Huang Hai-ming, has completed his term at the end of January in 2015, and has returned to his former duty at school; 

Lin Ping, a professor in Department of Fine Arts, Tunghai University, was inaugurated on April 30th in 2015 as the 8th director of the museum, and 

the ceremony was directed by Ni Chung-hwa, the commissioner of Department of Cultural Affairs, Taipei City Government. Director Lin's speech at 

the ceremony touched upon the museum's role and responsibility in the contemporary society, and aspired that the museum's 30 years of experience in 

exhibition, research, educational promotion, and collection would act to strengthen the connection between various art organizations, the art business 

sector, the international art circle, so as to invigorate the creative scene, and increase the public museum's participation in the art sector and the public 

society. Furthermore, Lin foresaw that under current of the fast-paced new age TFAM with 32-year history would face multiple challenges and objectives, 

for example, the infrastructure of the new museum, the biennial Taipei exhibition, and the execution of large-scale international shows like the biennial 

Venice exhibition. Lin then commenced to encourage the crew of the museum to cooperate wholeheartedly, and work together with TFMA's artistic 

profession, talent nurturing, external cooperation and executive efficiency in mind. He aspired that the museum would be in touch with the contemporary 

society's pulse, and take a more multi-directional and cosmopolitan initiative for another 30 years. 
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Venice Biennial Taiwan Pavilion opened with the solo exhibition of 
Wu Tien-Chang—"Never Say Goodbye"

56th Venice Biennial Taiwan Pavilion opened at Palazzo delle Prigioni in Venice, Italy on 7th May, 2015. This time, 

it focused on a solo artist, Wu Tien-chang, to express his philosophy of art fully. Instead of choosing traditional 

projection equipment, his video installations including "Farewell, Spring and Autumn Pavilions," "Beloved," and 

"Unforgettable Lover" used the 90-inch LCD TV with an iron-made base, on which the shift from the static to the 

dynamic of the works and the light the works needed were constructed. The photography installations, "United in Our 

Effort" and "The Blind Men and the Blind Street," were made into laser slides from graphic photography with the 

light from light boxes. Wu's works pursued the handmade technique and the actors' action with emotions. Combining 

the skill of image editing, and the machines which could function independently, his works gave viewers whole 

new visual experience. The alternation of the political authorities in Taiwan for the hundred years and Taiwan as a 

migrant society were the background for Wu to trace back to the nostalgic affect in the postwar Taiwan, showing the 

unique understanding of the affection of local Taiwanese and human beings. Exhibition Date: 9th May, 2015 to 22nd 

November, 2015. 

"Lee Mingwei and His Relations: The Art of Participation" 
honored by several prizes 

Collaboratively with Japan Mori Art Museum, TFAM introduced the Asia 

tour exhibition, "Lee Mingwei and His Relations," which was curated by 

Mami Kataoka in Tokyo in 2014. This exhibition comprised fifteen important 

art projects of Lee, including "Our Labyrinth," the newly created artwork for 

the exhibition in 2015. Through easy modes of participation such as gifting, 

conversing, dinning and sleeping, Lee's project made the participants who 

were strangers to one another got acquainted others gradually to explore the 

issues of intimacy and belief. The way audience perceive and understand 

art could be enriched and expanded by the meditative space experience they 

received in the exhibition and Lee's behavior with the character of ritual and 

performance. Date 30th May 2015 to 6th September 2015.

With the collective effort, this exhibition ranked first in 2015 Top Ten 

Excellent Exhibition in Taiwan, a vote held by Artist Magazine, chosen as one 

of the work winning 14th Taishin Arts Awards, and ranked the eleventh in Best 

of 2015: Our Top 15 Exhibitions Around the World, the vote held by New 

York Hyperallegic art forum.
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The Newly Introduced Serial Activity, "Walking, at Age of Happiness" 
for elders to participate in art appreciation and workshops

The global problem of aging population entails that serving Taiwan's elder groups will remain 

an important issue today and onwards. To foster a healthy and invigorating life for the elderly, 

the museum exclusively designed the serial activity named "Walking, at Age of Happiness" 

for the seasoned generation of our society. The term, "age of happiness," refers to the elders 

who reach the age to enjoy the happiness and peace in life and the term, "walking," means 

not only to walk but also to act. It is hoped that through art appreciation and participation, 

the elders' beautiful memories of the past will be evoked and their spirits will be invigorated 

through the aestheticizing of the soul. The targeted participants of this activity are elderly 

groups, and the maximum number of attendant for each visit is 20. In the near future a theme 

of a related exhibition will be assigned to each stage of the activity. "Formosa in Formation: 

Selected works from the Taipei Fine Arts Museum Collection" and extended creative 

workshop were the first serial activity. 

Activity Date: 1st September 2015 - 9th October 2015 (Tuesday to Friday)

2015 International Conference—"Southeast Asia and Taiwan: Modernity and Postcolonial 
Manifestations in Visual Art" enjoyed a great success 

The domestic studies on Southeast Asia mainly pay attention to the issues such as politics, 

economy, society and religion; the exploration of modern-contemporary culture and art is still 

absent greatly. In 2014, TFAM's Modern Art Quarterly, thus, developed the special feature 

of "border explosion," introducing the modern-contemporary art from one Southeast Asian 

country in each quarterly. After a year, Taiwanese readers have already been equipped with 

rough understanding of some parts of countries in Southeast Asia. In order to develop deeper 

understanding, International Conference 2015— "Southeast Asia and Taiwan: Modernity and 

Postcolonial Manifestations in Visual Art"—therefore was held on November 21st and 22nd 

invited the scholars, experts and curators worldwide to give speeches. Through comparison 

and contrast, recognition of the similarities and differences of different countries could be 

made and we could rethink the way we, as people in the modern time, had used visual art to 

respond to the colonial history shared by most Asian countries. 

The issue on the first day focused on the exploration and comparison of modern/contemporary 

art among Southeast Asian nations. The topic for the second day highlighted modernity and 

postcolonial manifestation of modern art in Taiwan, including how the artists in Taiwan 

embrace Southeast Asian art and how they began their exchanges.
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"Metamorphosis," the photographic work of Wang Hsiang-Lin
received the First Prize of Taipei Arts Awards in 2015

Taipei Arts Awards, an annual art competition and exhibition, has been successfully presented for many years by TFAM and is 

a testament to the dynamism of Taiwan's contemporary art development. As a competitive award, it is an important indicator 

and predictor, which encourages outstanding artists as well as artworks that can represent the spirit of the time and are rich in 

contents. The open call for Taipei Arts Awards in 2015 was extend to eleven weeks and 258 works were qualified. After the 

three-level selection, sixteen artists in total were listed in the finales. The first prize went to Wang Hsiang-lin's photographic 

work, "Metamorphosis" and it was the first time that a work using photography as the pure medium won the first prize after 

Taipei Arts Awards was reformed in 2010. Other five artists acquiring the quality award were as follows: Lin Tay-jou, Chang 

Hsia-fei, Chuang Chih-wei, Shiu Sheng-hung and Musquiqui Chihying. The works of sixteen artists were displayed in the 

galleries D, E and F of the basement from December 19th 2015 to March 13th 2016.

2015 Workshop for Educational Practice of Museum: 
developing different groups of audience

Art education plays one of the important roles in TFAM for a long time. When we are facing rapid changes in social, how does 

a museum attract potential audience in different groups such as children, teens, adults, elders, and new inhabitants? How does 

it analyze the issues which may be concerned by those groups? How does it customize suitable activities or exhibitions for 

those groups and at the same time create conditions for its accessibility? TFAM bearing these questions in mind, "Workshop 

for Educational Practice of Museum" was then created. On December 2nd and 3rd in 2015, the workshop was particularly held 

for the issue of discussing museum audience. Through the speaker with art education profession haring the experience, the 

workshop attempts to explore the development of audience group and to create more possibilities for museum. We invited 

Nadine Combet, former curator of Workshop for Children of Centre Pompidou, to be the lecture for this workshop. Mrs. 

Combet elaborated the process of program planning and practice with her specific experiences as a curator in the past and 

asked participants to think and to work together to make an educational project. On the basis of multiple viewpoints and actual 

examples, the workshop provided educators with circumstances to ponder educational project and a reference for participants in 

the future.

Six of TFAM's exhibitions received the honour from 2015 Top Ten Excellent Exhibitions in Taiwan; 
two received the 14th Taishin Arts Awards 

"2015 Top Ten Excellent Exhibitions in Taiwan" was a vote held by Artist Magazine with the judges with Art specialty and 

professionals. "Lee Mingwei and His Relations: The Art of Participation" ranked first, "Chen Shun-chu: Coral Stone Mountain" 

ranked the third, "Formosa in Formation: Selected works from the Taipei Fine Arts Museum Collection" ranked the sixth, "The 

Testimony of Food: Ideas and Food" and "The Power of Architecture: Louis Kahn" both ranked the eighth and "Alice's Rabbit 

Hole" ranked the ninth. "Lee Mingwei and His Relations: The Art of Participation" and "Microphone Test—Hsu Che-yu Solo 

Exhibition" both won the 14th Taishin Arts Awards. The news articles—"Lin Ping is appointed the director of Taipei Fine Art 

Museum " and "Wu Tien-chang's 'Never Say Goodbye' is at Venice"—were chosen as 2015 Top Ten Visual Art News.
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In 2015, there were eighteen exhibitions taking place in TFAM, including four international exhibitions, seven 

exhibitions of contemporary Taiwanese art, four exhibitions by submission and one of contest-winning artwork, 

one competition exhibition, one collection exhibition and one biennial.

International Exhibitions:

"The Wondrous All: Leading Edge of Eastern Thought" inviting nine artists, with the orient elements which is 

familiar to the audience in Asia to reach the core of art, intended to explore the state of mind and cultural quality 

of contemporary artist's creations.    

"The Power of Architecture: Louis Kahn" was a retrospective presentation of the classic works of a true 

architecture master after "Le Corbusier: Morceaux Choisis, 1912-1965" hosted by TFAM in 2002. The categories 

of exhibits varied extensively in scale with profound content; nearly two hundred exhibits included architectural 

models, design manuscripts, sketches, photographs and films. 

"Post-Oil City: The History of the City's Future," whose three main axes coming from issue about sustainability, 

transportation and city system, displayed sixteen design cases of the architects from various countries such as 

Taiwan, Germany and Dubai who envision the possibilities of sustainable cities, and three topic-related historical 

chart. 

"Lee Mingwei and His Relations: The Art of Participation ― Seeing, Conversing, Gift-giving, Writing, Dining 

and Getting Connected to the World" was collaboratively hosted by TFAM and Japan Mori Art Museum, 

introducing the Asia tour exhibition, "Lee Mingwei and His Relations," which was curated in Tokyo in 2014. This 

exhibition comprised fifteen important art projects of Lee, including the newly created artwork for the exhibition 

in 2015. To make it easier to understand Lee Mingwei the historical and cultural context constitute Lee's creation, 

this exhibition also displayed the works and quotations of other ten artists, spiritual masters, thinkers, including 

Hakuin Ekaku, D.T.Suzuki, Yves Klein, John Cage, Allan Kaprow, Rirkrit Tiravanija, Wu Mali, Michael Lin, 

Yang Jun and Wu Chien-ying. By doing so, what would be provided was the context of contemporary art with the 

local as well as  global vision; these works also converse with the issues of Lee's concern and awareness. 

Contemporary Art Exhibitions:

TFAM conceived and managed seven contemporary art exhibitions in 2015. "Chen Shun-chu: Coral Stone 

Mountain" was the first large-scale exhibition for Chen Shun-chu in Taiwan. The exhibition displayed his works 

created after 1990s, including photography, mixed media installations combined with photographs, and paintings 

on fragments of old furniture. Examining modern photography as a kind of fundamental medium by retrospecting 

his trace of creation, this exhibition regarded contemporary photography as a sort of Chen's experimental and 

innovative method and explained how Chen employed the nature of mixed media, space and environment to not 

only expand the idea of photography but also enrich the meaning and possibility in terms of the employment of 

photography.

"The Testimony of Food: Ideas and Food" placed food in a system of thinking to express the true meaning of food 

through a completed discourse, establishing a discursive contour of food with ideas and thoughts. Twenty artists 

presented complicated images of food in various levels by their works in the exhibition. "Make Sense" displayed 

the works of eighteen artists. The media of the works were inclusive of painting, photography, installation, video, 

and action. The intention of the exhibition was to make the permanent senses in the alchemy of meaning: the 

transformation of the present, the making of possibility, the generation of idea, and the assumption of the future. 

"Effusive Vitality: Chuang che Retrospective Exhibition" is not merely the incarnation of Chuang che's career 

as an artist but also a crucial exhibition with overall study of his idea and works of art. The exhibition presents 

Chuang's artistic style with his works in 1960s to the present days; media of works included oil paintings, acrylic 

paintings, and sculptures. "The Night of Sodom" was a collaborative project with Linking LAB of Center for Art 
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II︱ Accomplishments
1. Exhibition & Display
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and Technology, TNUA. The presented works of technological interactive visual installation provided the audience a 

brand new experience among the text of narration, the vision of new media, and the circumstance of theater to make 

them have the further contemplation of the control of modern technology to our life. "Alice's Rabbit Hole: Everyday 

Life, Comprehensible and Incomprehensible" is a mixed presentation between "exhibition" and "performance." The 

ambition of the presentation was to exchange and collaborate with other disciplines and to think about new combinations 

in curatorial process and their outcomes—the incarnation of symbiosis among various disciplines. "Animal Farm: the 

Paintings of Su Wong-shen" was a large-scale retrospective exhibition for Su Wong-shen. There were more than 110 

pieces of Su's works displayed in the exhibition, from representatives of different periods in his career as an artist to 

newly completed works.

Besides, TFAM continues to hold the solo exhibitions for outstanding artists with the hope of giving the artists with 

potential and creative energy the opportunities to display their talent. After receiving the application of the open call 

for application, there will be judges helping the selection process. Four solo exhibitions were held in 2015. "Perfection 

in Unbalance: Hu Kun Jung" gave the public an outlook of Hu Kun-jung's works created from 2008 to 2010, including 

"Twin Butterfly Series," "The Discontinuous Squares," and "Movement Series." "I Went Abroad, and then I Went Back" 

was Chen I-hsuen's solo exhibition whose main body was photography and whose media were graphic photography, 

writings, video, film installations and performing action. His recent works concerns much about how photography deals 

with personal history and how images as a medium of communicating would produce abstractness and absurdity. "The 

Apocalyptic Sensibility: The New Media Art from Taiwan" contained the works of Lin Pey-chwen, Wu Chi-tsung, 

Huang Zan-lun, Scottie Chih-chieh Huang, Chen I-chun and Zhang Xu-zhan. Six artists participating this exhibition 

viewed the technology civilization with new sensibility, which made the audience who had lived in the society filled 

with consumerism and media rethink and feel technology in different ways. In "Microphone Test—Hsu Che-yu Solo 

Exhibition" Hsu Che-yu displayed the process of reconstructing the memories. Hsu grouped some friends and one 

stranger to conduct this project, in which they narrated their familial memories. During the process of rewriting, 

destructing and rebuilding, this project presented the familial memories of these people and how these memories were 

constructed and viewed. 

Taipei Arts Awards, an annual art competition and exhibition, has been successfully presented for many years by 

TFAM and is a testament to the dynamism of Taiwan's contemporary art development. As a competitive award, it is an 

important indicator and predictor which encourages outstanding artists as well as artworks that can represent the spirit 

of the time and are rich in content with the hope to stimulate diverse ideas and creative energy in the Taiwanese art 

circle.

The first prize of Taipei Arts Awards this year was Wang Hsiang-lin whose photographic work, "Metamorphosis," 

set nature as the subject, attempting to unravel the complicated symbiosis among people and to deepen people's 

understanding that solitary is a nature of human beings from reality. The artists acquiring the quality award were as 

follows: Shiu Sheng-hung, Chang Hsia-fei, Lin Tay-jou, Chuang Chih-wei and Musquiqui Chihying. Judges' list Award 

obtained by the following artists: Weng I-hsuan, Chang Yung-ta, Liao Chao-hao, Lin Yi-chun, Lai Tsung-yun, Guo Yu-

ping, Peng Yi-hsuan, Chi Chien, Rae Yuping Hsu and Chen Ting-jung

With the distinguished collection of colonial era, TFAM hosted the collection exhibition, "Formosa in Formation: 

Selected works from the Taipei Fine Arts Museum Collection." The precious works of the estimable Japanese artists 

Ishikawa Kinichiro and Gobara Koto; Taiwan's preeminent sculptor Huang Tu-shui; representative painters in the 

eastern-style such as Chen Chin, Lin Yu-shan, Kuo Hsueh-hu and Lu Tieh-chou; and dynamic painters in the western-

style Ni Chiang-huai, Chen Cheng-po, Liao Chi-chun, Liu Chi-hsiang, Hung Rui-in and Ho Te-lai were all presented in 

this exhibition to re-examine the multidimensional turn in Taiwanese art and culture prior to 1947.

Every two year, TFAM would host the International Art Exhibition of the Venice Biennale. Venice Biennial Taiwan 

Pavilion this year considered the face that the exhibition venue— Palazzo delle Prigioni—was a former prison; thus, 

artist Wu Tien-chang was especially featured for his work, "Never Say Goodbye" compared the memories and nostalgia 

in people's hearts to the ghosts haunting the prison, refusing to leave, and unwilling to let go of the love and hate of this 

world.
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Date 2015/01/24 - 2015/04/26
Galleries 3A, 3B, 3C
Organized by Taipei Fine Arts Museum
Category Planned Exhibition of Contemporary Art
Number of visitors 152,694
Media / Number of pieces Image, manuscripts, and video; 134 pieces in all
Artists Chen Shun-chu, Xindian Boys

Chen Shun-Chu: 
Coral Stone Mountain

Summary

Chen Shun-chu is representative of mid-career artists who came to prominence in Taiwan's post martial law 
period. Images for his intensely emotional artwork come from his own family. In the 1990s he started making 
mixed media work with photographic images, which introduced freshness and rigor into the art world of Taiwan 
with their restrained style and subtle connotations.
As Chen's first major retrospective held in Taiwan, the exhibition will include photographs, photo installations, 
and hand painted fragments of old furniture from the 1990s to the present. The retrospective is named for 
coral stone, a natural building material found in the Penghu Islands, to express the artist's complex feelings of 
attachment for his hometown and family. Using their wisdom of local materials, settlers who arrived in Penghu 
several hundred years ago gathered light and porous coral stones from the ocean to construct walls and houses 
to withstand the powerful winds that frequently lashed the islands. These structures still stand today, protecting 
descendants of those first ancestors from Penghu's cold winds and burning sun. Arranged chronologically on the 
third floor of the museum, the exhibition charts the rich course of Chen's career. The show calls to mind the small 
mounds of coral stones seen in Penghu. The irregularity of these stones reflects the ups and downs of family life 
in his hometown, and their network of pores suggests the interconnectedness of memories.
Chen began with photography, has employed old family photos and fragments of furniture, and actively 
explored the addition of different media in his work over the years. Through this exhibition the audience 
will observe how Chen has developed his art and the language of photography. Additionally, by presenting 
the trajectory of the artist's career, the museum presents how photography, as an essential means of 
artistic expression, might employ multimedia, space and the surroundings as means of creative practice and 
exploration. The exhibition enriches the possible significance and uses of images, while extending important 
concepts in photography.
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Date 2015/01/24 - 2015/04/26
Galleries 1A, 1B
Organized by Taipei Fine Arts Museum
Category Planned Exhibition of Contemporary Art
Curator Jo Hsiao
Number of visitors 70,676
Media / Number of pieces A series of performance projects, lectures, shows, photography, performances,  
 and recitations etc. 21 pieces in all
Artists Michael Lin, Hou I-ting, Chang En-man + Halfway Café, Tu Wei-cheng, Huang  
 Po-chih, Chen Hui-chiao, Joyce Ho, Wang Te-yu, Tang Huang-chen + Hsieh Tung- 
 ning, Yuan Goang-ming, Lee Ming-hsueh, Wang Tung-shuo, Larry Shao, Liao Yu- 
 an, Liao Chi-yu, Chang Huei-ming, Lin Chi-wei, Craig Quintero, Wang Jun-jieh, Jun  
 Yang, Liu Hsin-yu, and Keng Yi-wei

Testimony of Food: 
Ideas and Food

Summary

In 1930 the Italian poet and founder of the futurist movement Filippo Tommaso Marinetti published the Manifesto of Futurist 
Cuisine, proposing that what people eat and drink influences their thought, dreams and actions. He thus advocated that both cooking 
and drinking must take into account aesthetic experience. He proclaimed a "revolution of cuisine," espousing such radical ideas 
as a renunciation of "the starchy food" (pasta), because it caused "sluggishness, pessimism, nostalgic inactivity, and neutralism." 
He condemned pasta as a "relic that Italians put in their stomachs like... archaeologists." The futurists argued that cuisine should 
be governed in the same manner as cultural, civil and political affairs. Gastronomy, like aesthetics, should aim at moral evolution: 
it needed to be shaken up to reawaken its spirit. The Futurist perspective sought to unveil how food was intertwined with art and 
culture. In other words, in a public world, food had become a medium, expressing forms that could be understood. And this was the 
reality the Futurist hoped to champion through cuisine.
In contrast to the Futurists' cuisine revolution, "Testimony of Food" incorporated food within a system of thought as a comprehensive 
discourse in order to convey the true meaning of cuisine, creating a wide-ranging image of food grounded in language and idea. 
Based on this concept, a group of 21 artists articulated the multifarious images and multiple levels of food. Put more aptly, this 
exhibition endowed food with a role, as in a play. Here, food was ensconced within eight scenes: "Faith," "Desire," "Culture," 
"Memory," "Relationship," "Decadence," "Knowledge" and "Consumption," which came together to project a collective metadrama. 
This play brought the thoughts of foods themselves magically to life. It was filled with their unique language, communicating and 
responding either directly or metaphorically. The exhibition adopted a sequentially open arrangement of the space, the viewing 
routes formed by the display of the works establishing mutual interrelatedness. As if acting out roles in a play, they formed a concrete 
tableau, presented one scene at a time on a visual, auditory and olfactory stage.
Occupying a position midway between exhibition and performance, "Testimony of Food" hopscotched from one form to another – 
installation, object, painting, image, text, project, event, performance – expressed in an incomparably rich variety of materials, the 
content of the works evoking a multiplicity of layers and responses. Overall, this exhibition enabled us to appeal to our full range of 
senses, yet it also compelled us to activate our cognitive powers, to collide with the intellectuality that permeates food. It is precisely 
this kind of interpretation – when food is magnified at a grander dimension, enlarged so that we can explore the entirety of its 
conceptual fabric – that enables us to look afresh upon its outward reality.
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03The Wondrous All: 
Leading Edge of 
Eastern Thought
Date 2015/01/31-2015/05/03
Galleries 2A, 2B
Organized by Taipei Fine Arts Museum
Category International Exchange Exhibition
Curator Liu Yung-jen
Number of visitors 149,383
Media / Number of pieces Calligraphy, landscape painting, sculpture, 
 and installation. 49 pieces in all
Artists Lee Yi-hong, Li Hua-yi, Lu I-chung, Lai Jun-jun , Huang I-ming, 
 Zhan Wang, Lee Chen-cheng, Zhang Huan, and Cai Zhisong

Summary

The heritage of eastern art and its countless variations are long standing and well established. The pulsations of intellectual history have always been the subject of artistic endeavor. From traditional to 
modern times, a wide spectrum of artworks provides exemplary insight for artists to consider in their creative practice. Artists are generally nourished by the legacy of their culture, and facing the vast 
trove of historical models, there has always been an inexhaustible supply of inspiration. Together, concepts and forms produce diverse manifestations which contribute to art and culture. The Curator of 
"The Wondrous All: Leading Edge of Eastern Thought" has invited artists from both China and Taiwan, including Lee Yi-hong, Lu I-chung, Jun T. Lai, Huang I-ming, Lee Chen-cheng, Li Hua-yi, Zhang 
Huan, Zhan Wang and Cai Zhisong. These artists impart their work with a pronounced eastern sensibility while using familiar eastern elements to explore psychological state of contemporary artists. They 
probe the eastern roots of national culture from the perspective of ideology, philosophy, literature, psychology and sociology. Visual language communicates subject matter including not only references 
to the physical world and everyday life, but also subjects that flow from the depths of interior worlds. Calligraphy, ink painting, oil painting and sculpture in this exhibition all recall history to imbue 
contemporary art with fresh vitality. Familiar and friendly, the symbolic connotations of these sensitive works arise from traditional cultural resources. They not only continue the essence of tradition, but 
also cross barriers between the present and past to demonstrate the spirit of art itself.
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Louis Kahn. 
The Power of  Architecture
Date 2015/03/28-2015/07/05
Galleries E, F
Organized by Taipei Fine Arts Museum
Category International Exchange Exhibition
Number of visitors 225,437
Media / Number of pieces Architectural models, 
 original drawings, 
	 photographs	and	film.	400	pieces	in	all
Artist Louis Kahn

Summary

The exhibition "Louis Kahn — The Power of Architecture" is the first major retrospective of Kahn's work in two decades. The exhibition 
encompasses an unprecedented and diverse range of architectural models, original drawings, photographs and films. All of Kahn's 
important projects are extensively documented — from his early urban planning concepts and single-family houses to monumental late 
works such as the Roosevelt Memorial in New York City (1973/74), posthumously completed in October 2012.
The view of Kahn's architectural oeuvre is augmented by a selection of watercolours, pastels and charcoal drawings created during his 
travels, which document his skill as an artist and illustrator. Highlights of the exhibition include a four-meter-high model of the spectacular 
City Tower designed for Philadelphia, as well as previously unpublished film footage shot by Nathanial Kahn, the son of Louis Kahn 
and director of the film 'My Architect'. Interviews with architects such as Frank Gehry, Renzo Piano, Peter Zumthor and Sou Fujimoto 
underscore the current significance of Kahn's work, which is being rediscovered and made accessible to a wide public audience with this 
exhibition.
"Louis Kahn: The Power of Architecture" is a comprehensive presentation of the classic works of a true master of architecture. Here, 
Taipei Fine Arts Museum revisits the form of the architectural retrospective, which it first explored in 2002 with "Le Corbusier: Morceaux 
Choisis, 1912-1965." It further highlights the tradition of architectural exhibitions to which the museum has been dedicated for over a 
decade. Following in the footsteps of "Le Corbusier," which introduced classic examples of Western architecture and ignited a passion 
for architectural exhibitions in Taiwan, TFAM went on to host "Archigram: Experimental Architecture 1961-74" (2007); a lecture by 
acclaimed architect Cecil Balmond (2007); "Toyo Ito: Generative Order" (2008), "Archilab: Collection du FRAC Centre" (2008); "Richard 
Rogers + Architects: From the House to the City" (2010); and "Glenn Murcutt: Architecture for Place" (2011). Viewed as a whole, the 
vision of architecture introduced by TFAM encompasses the modern and the contemporary, the classical and the avant-garde. For the past 
decade the ingenuity of TFAM's architectural exhibitions has garnered widespread attention and opened fresh vistas, through the cross-
disciplinary convergence of art and architecture.
This exhibition is curated by the Vitra Design Museum, Weil am Rhein, in collaboration with the Architectural Archives of The University 
of Pennsylvania and the Netherlands Architecture Institute Rotterdam, (since January 2013) part of The New Institute. 
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Date 2015/05/09-2015/11/22
Galleries The Palazzo delle Prigioni Venice Italy
Organized by Taipei Fine Arts Museum
Category International Exchange Exhibition
Curators Fang Mei-ching, Jo Hsiao, 
 Wu Chao-ying ,Tsai Ya-chi
Number of visitors 98,670
Media / Number of pieces Photography and video installation. 
 5 pieces in all 
Artist WU Tien-chang

Wu Tien-Chang : 
Never Say Goodbye / La Biennale di Venezia

Summary

With an eye to the nature of the exhibition venue Palazzo delle Prigioni as a former prison, this 
year's Taiwan Pavilion will feature artist Wu Tien-chang, who will evoke the memories and 
nostalgia in people's hearts under the title "Never Say Goodbye". Like ghosts haunting the prison, 
they refuse to leave, unwilling to let go of the love and hate of this world.
Using mask-like artificial skin membrane, exaggerated and exotic images and a magical visual 
expression, Wu Tien-chang depicts the life of those in the lower echelons of Taiwanese society 
and the joys and sorrows of human life. Through spectacular light and sound performances, he 
evokes the unique spirit of the age and the peculiar mood in Taiwan during the era of post-war 
westernization. The skin membrane full of sensuous temptation and the dazzling magical effects he 
uses are capable of instantly attracting the viewer's eye. But despite the gaudy and joyful colours, 
the marginal characters and ghostly aura of the works remind us of the ugly reality and death, as 
well as the traumatic experiences that come back to haunt us like ghosts.
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Date 2015/05/16-2015/08/16
Gallery 3C
Organized by Taipei Fine Arts Museum
Category International Exchange Exhibition
Curators Nikolaus Kuhnert, Anh-Linh Ngo
Number of visitors 177,304
Media / Number of pieces Projects. 1 piece in all 
Artists Forest+Partners, ...

Post-Oil City:
The History of the City's Future

Summary

In our news-driven age, yesterday's predictions couldn't seem staler. So why devote an exhibition to the history of the city's future? 
The link between historical inquiry and the prospect of a post-oil city may seem tenuous given the uncertain challenges of alternative 
energies and the social implications of climate change. While such concerns are warranted, we nevertheless maintain that the path 
to the future leads through the past. The seeds for much of today's post-fossil-fuel planning were planted by utopian visions that 
originated in mid-20th-century modernism. These visions were not only options for the future; they were options on the future.
Many questions have shaped the exhibition: How will the city change as fossil fuels are replaced by renewable energies? What effects 
will renewable energies have on urban systems? On sustainability? On mobility? For each question, the exhibition provide a timeline 
with historical background, presentations of current projects, and discussions of the link between today's solutions and the visions of 
mid-20th-century modernism. This exhibition may be titled "Post-Oil City", but more than the future of the city is at stake. It's also 
about the future of the planet.
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Date 2015/05/23-2015/08/30
Galleries 3A, 3B
Organized by Taipei Fine Arts Museum
Category Planned Exhibition of Contemporary Art
Curator Su Chia-ying, Kat Siao
Number of visitors 188,984
Media / Number of pieces Paintings, photography, installations, video documentations and   
 performance. 55 pieces in all
Artists Ginger Wang | Lee Ming-ying, Lee Min-chun | Cheng An-chi, 

Tu Pei-shih, Hoho Lin, Lin Shu-kai, Fan Hsiao-lan, Chao Jui-kuang, 
Yuan Goang-ming, Chang Chao-tang, Chang Ting-tong, 
Tseng Sheng-hui, Huang Hsin-yao, Huang Wei-min, Yang Che-yi, 
Tsai Meng-chang, Zheng Chong-xiao, Hsiao Pei-i, Su Yu-hsien. 

Make Sense

Summary

Taiwan relies on imports for 90 percent of its energy, but this island completely devoid of fossil fuels has a 
comprehensive petrochemical industry. This industry exacts an extremely high toll on the environment, a cost which 
has accumulated for many years, has been passed on the citizens of Taiwan, and constitutes an environmental and 
economic injustice spanning generations. Facing tightening energy resources in the current consumer era, we hope 
to create different possibilities that go beyond surplus industrial output. Being in our environment can be compared 
to being in a geochemical field, and individuals are chemically reactive molecules. People interact, bond, assemble 
and also transform one another to influence the features of the world. Contemporary art is one such catalyst of change 
and creates varying degrees of disturbance and variation in society. "Make Sense" presents paintings, photography, 
installations, video documentations and performance dedicated by 18 groups of artist: Ginger Wang | Lee Ming-ying, 
Lee Min-chun | Cheng An-chi, Tu Pei-shih, Hoho Lin, Lin Shu-kai, Fan Hsiao-lan, Chao Jui-kuang, Yuan Goang-ming, 
Chang Chao-tang, Chang Ting-tong, Tseng Sheng-hui, Huang Hsin-yao, Huang Wei-min, Yang Che-yi, Tsai Meng-
chang, Zheng Chong-xiao, Hsiao Pei-i, Su Yu-hsien. The exhibition is a meaning-based alchemical process which 
includes generating transformations, manufacturing possibilities, ideas and appraisals of the future. In this exhibition, 
concern for society and the power of cumulative change create something more sustainable—meaning.
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Date 2015/05/23-2015/08/30
Galleries 2A, 2B
Organized by Taipei Fine Arts Museum
Category Permanent Exhibition
Curator Lin Yu-chun
Number of visitors 249,184
Media / Number of pieces Sculptures, crafts, textile, Gouache, ink painting, calligraphy, 
 watercolor painting, oil painting, sketches, and photography. 
 180 pieces in all
Artists Ishikawa Kinichiro, Gobara Koto, Huang Tu-shui, Chen Chin, 
 Lin Yu-shan, Kuo Hsueh-hu, Lu Tieh-chou, Ni Chiang-huai, 
 Chen Cheng-po, Liao Chi-chun, Liu Chi-hsiang, Hung Rui-lin and 
 Ho Te-lai

Formosa in Formation: Selected Works from the 
Taipei Fine Arts Museum Collection

08

Summary

Work for the exhibition "Formosa in Formation" has been drawn from the museum's distinguished collection of 
colonial era art, and includes works of the estimable Japanese artists Ishikawa Kinichiro and Gobara Koto; Taiwan's 
preeminent sculptor Huang Tu-shui; representative painters in the eastern-style (toyoga) Chen Chin, Lin Yu-shan, Kuo 
Hsueh-hu and Lu Tieh-chou; and dynamic painters in the western-style Ni Chiang-huai, Chen Cheng-po, Liao Chi-
chun, Liu Chi-hsiang, Hung Rui-lin and Ho Te-lai. The exhibition re-examines the multidimensional turn in Taiwanese 
art and culture prior to 1947.
1895 to 1947 was a period of sweeping change in Taiwan, which raises questions of how artists severed ties with 
tradition and sought new concepts, paradigms and values. How did these artists respond to a changing world and 
reconcile their identities with notions of native and national? What were their perceptions of the times? By presenting 
the results of thirty years of careful collecting, the museum will offer the public an opportunity to revisit and compare 
historical facts and interpretations.
The artists included in the exhibition all started out in Taiwan to create works that helped construct the distinctive 
character of the island. Through the triumphs of this previous generation, we can not only closely examine our cultural 
past, but also find the inspiration to shape our future.
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Date 2015/05/30-2015/09/06
Galleries 1A, 1B
Organized by Taipei Fine Arts Museum, Mori Art Museum
Category International Exchange Exhibition, 
 Planned Exhibition of Contemporary Art
Curator Mami Kataoka
Curators in charge of the exhibition Yi-ting Lei, Su Zi-xiu
Number of visitors 188,521
Media / Number of pieces Participatory art projects. 15 projects in all
Artists Lee Mingwei, Hakuin, D. T. Suzuki, Yves Klein, John Cage, 
 Allan Kaprow, Rirkrit Tiravanija, Wu Ma-li, Michael Lin, 
 Jun Yang, and Wu Chien-ying

Lee Mingwei and His Relations: 
The Art of Participation Seeing, Conversing, Gift-giving, Writing, 
Dining and Getting Connected to the World

Summary

In May this year, the Taipei Fine Arts Museum and the Mori Art Museum in Japan will jointly organize and present the exhibition "Lee Mingwei and His 
Relations: The Art of Participation." touring in Asia and curated by the Mori Art Museum in Tokyo in 2014. Born in Taichung, Taiwan in 1964 and now 
based in New York, Lee Mingwei is a world-renowned artist. He creates different participatory art projects to highlight the "public" and "social" aspects of 
art. Turning viewers silently looking at works into participants intervening in the artist's projects, Lee Mingwei's participatory art creates subtle emotional 
connections among people, and attempts to build a kind of micro social relations.
"Lee Mingwei and His Relations" gathers together fifteen major projects, including new work, providing the first opportunity to experience art spanning Lee's 
twenty-year career in a single exhibition. Although the form of audience participation varies, from works that anyone can become involved in on the spot to 
works that involve registration in advance and/or selection by lottery, all visitors are encouraged to participate as much as possible. 
For this exhibition in Taiwan, the artist expanded the scope of public participation by recruiting people to make their own contributions. For example, in "Fabric 
of Memory" he invited people to share garments bound up with their personal memories. In "Sonic Blossom and Our Labyrinth", he introduced singers and 
actors. Many of his works required the active participation of not only community members, but also museum staff or volunteers. In "The Dining Project" and 
"The Sleeping Project", for example, staff members played "host," and the public became part of the artwork. In "The Mending Project", museum volunteers 
took turns hosting and repairing visitors' clothing. And in "The Living Room" a different staff member or volunteer played host each week, introducing 
visitors to the collections they provided. Whether experienced through viewing or participation, Lee Mingwei's works came in a wide array of forms – selected 
contributions, lotteries, surrogate hospitality, or chance occurrence. The public's personal experiences filled the works with life. And like the journey of life 
itself, the entire exhibition went through changes throughout its three-month existence.
As well, to aid in understanding the historical milieu of Lee's practice, artworks and quotations by ten artists, religious leaders and thinkers – Hakuin, D. T. 
Suzuki, Yves Klein, John Cage, Allan Kaprow, and Rirkrit Tiravanija, as well as Wu Mali, Michael Lin, Jun Yang, and Wu Chien-ying – provide contemporary 
art contexts both global and local, which resonate on various levels with Lee Mingwei's consciousness and concerns.
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Date 2015/07/25-2015/09/13
Gallery E
Organized by Taipei Fine Arts Museum
Category Application Exhibition
Number of visitors 87,785
Media / Number of pieces Painting. 25 pieces in all
Artist  Hu Kun-jung

Date 2015/07/25-2015/09/13
Gallery F
Organized by Taipei Fine Arts Museum
Category Application Exhibition
Number of visitors 87,785
Media / Number of pieces Books, videos, slides,   
 photography. 
 3 pieces in all
Artist  Chen I-hsuen

Perfection in Unbalance: Hu Kun Jung 

I Went Abroad, and then I Went Back: 
Chen I-Hsuen Solo Exhibition 

Summary

Hu Kun- jung has been painting for more than thirty years, and in that time, has devoted himself to the exploration 
of geometric abstraction. The solo exhibition "Perfection in Unbalance: Hu Kun Jung" presents works made in 2010 
and organized under three main themes: "Twin Butterfly Series", "The Discontinuous Squares "and "Movement 
Series". The twenty three paintings in the show extend Hu's unique take on abstract geometric compositions with 
entirely new concepts and features.
With geometric constructs composed of areas of pure color and squares, "Twin Butterfly Series"amply develops the 
abstract potential of color. 
Hu first set forth the theme seen in "The Discontinuous Squares" in 1997, using squares and pigment to create flat, 
minimal paintings with subtly dynamic and rich variations.
The complex constructions in his "Movement Series" are created with separate geometric shapes that converge, 
connect or overlap. He changes the spatial properties of flat painting and even the logic of time to imbue geometric 
abstraction with more liberated and visually complex ideas.

Summary

From photography Chen I-hsuen develops his myriad forms of art practice. Photos, artist books, videos, installations, and 
performances make up the interdisciplinary body of his work. Chen's recent projects explore how photography as a mode of 
production portrays personal life history, and how imagery as a medium of communication generates fallacy and obscurity.
"I Went Abroad, and then I Went Back" I-Hsuen says.
The title of the exhibition seems blunt. It in fact mirrors the artist's life in the past few years. Through artist books, videos, slides, 
and other extended methods of photography, Chen presents three periods of image voyages that depict his experiences studying in 
the US and traveling between home and abroad. The journey initiated a deductive sort of self-reflection. Taking on the role as an 
outsider/stranger/L'Étranger seeking directions, Chen began to search for the disappearing sense of belonging and self-existence 
en route.
After returning to Taiwan, Chen continued documenting his days for a year using an old date stamp camera. The photos taken 
turned into vintage images that alluded to a past prior to studying abroad, the Future in the Past. These two sets of photographs, 
The Past in the Future and the Future in the Past, became mirrors of a predicted future and an imagined past, reflecting on each 
other's accuracy and authenticity.
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Date 2015/09/26-2016/01/03
Galleries 3A, 3B, 3C
Organized by Taipei Fine Arts Museum
Category Planned Exhibition of   
 Contemporary Art
Curator Liu Yung-jen
Number of visitors 163,831
Media / Number of pieces Oils, acrylics and 
 sculptures. 
 150 pieces in all
Artist  Chuang Che

Effusive Vitality: 
Chuang Che Retrospective Exhibition 

Summary

Chuang was born in 1934 in Beijing, China, and spent his formative years in Taiwan. In 1954, he enrolled in the Department of Fine Arts at 
National Taiwan Normal University and graduated in 1958. He joined the Fifth Moon Group in 1958, becoming one of the group's principal 
members. In 1965, Chuang had his first solo exhibition at the National Center of Arts in Taipei, which launched his long and distinguished 
career. From 1963 to 1973, he taught in the Department of Architecture at Tunghai University. He was awarded a grant from the John D. 
Rockefeller III Fund in 1966, which enabled him to study contemporary international art in the United States. Since then, Chuang has lived and 
worked in New York.
A reserved and scholarly artist, Chuang Che has devoted much time to the study of painting, accumulating vast knowledge concerning its 
theories and those of abstraction. His approach to abstract landscape paintings has been to start from nature's outward appearance and ultimately 
move toward the essence of the physical world. Influenced by calligraphy, Chuang's lines, forms and compositions overflow with high-spirited 
and intrepid momentum. He uses the brush to paint lyrical colors and spaces in a rhythmic and ecstatic manner. Compositions include organic 
drips and splashes of paint that impart his work with feelings of force, gravitas, and desolation, and create areas of hazy richness. Profound 
rhythms of drawing in and pushing out glide chaotically through his compositions, and open pathways that reveal the artist's genuine moments 
of epiphany.
"Effusive Vitality: Chuang Che Retrospective Exhibition" is a comprehensive presentation of the artist's work and philosophy over the course 
of his career. Chuang has developed his bold painting and calligraphic style since the 1960s, starting in Taiwan and extending his sights to 
the world, and following the development of various modern art movements. The exhibition includes over 100 oils, acrylics and sculptures, 
carefully selected from among hundreds of works, and presents the evolution of Chuang's artistic style from the early 1960s to today.
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Date 2015/09/26-2015/11/15
Gallery E
Organized by Taipei Fine Arts Museum
Category Application Exhibition
Curator Yang Yunnia
Number of visitors 84,272
Media / Number of pieces Kinetic installation, video.  
 11 pieces in all
Artists Lin Pey-chwen,  Wu Chi- 
 tsung, Huang Zan-lun,  
 Huang Chih-chieh, Chen  
 I-chun, and Zhang Xu-  
 zhan

Date 2015/09/26-2015/11/15
Gallery F
Organized by Taipei Fine Arts Museum
Category Application Exhibition
Number of visitors 84,272
Media / Number of pieces Video installation. 
 7 pieces in all
Artist  Hsu Che-yu

The Apocalyptic Sensibility: 
The New Media Art from Taiwan

Microphone Test—
Hsu Che-Yu Solo Exhibition

Summary

To celebrate the 50th anniversary of the birth of electronic art, the 15th WRO Media Art Biennale takes 
'Pioneering Values' as the focal theme of the international competition. Among 1500 works in the open call, 
the Taiwanese artists  Wu Chi-tsung's 'Crystal City 002' and  Lin Pey-chwen's 'The Revelation of Eve Clone 
Revelation', 'The Portrait of Eve Clone' are selected with the curatorial concept 'The Apocalyptic Sensibility' 
of the Taiwanese curator Yunnia Yang. She responds to 'Pioneering Values' that being innovative is not 
necessarily an avant-garde pioneer, it is more crucial to introspect the meanings and the influences that 
technology brings human beings. The Homecoming Exhibition from WRO Media Art Biennale 2013 'The 
Apocalyptic Sensibility: The New Media Art from Taiwan' will give a complete picture of the curatorial 
philosophy 'The Apocalyptic Sensibility' with the works of the six Taiwanese artists: Lin Pey-chwen, Wu 
Chi-tsung, Huang Zan-lun, Scottie Huang Chih-chieh, Chen I-chun, and Zhang Xu-zhan. They look into the 
technologized civilization with new sensibilities so that we will have deeper perceptions and contemplations 
about the consumerism and the media society which we live in.

Summary

Hsu Che-yu specializes in using video installations and new media art to examine media abnormalities, and through the use of interfaces, 
reflections on the cross dialectics between reality and fiction are conducted. The title of the exhibition is inspired by the short prose 
collection, Microphone Test, by Huang Kuo-chun before he passed away, with hybrids of technology and life presented by the author in 
the style of black humor. These beings of exclusion in the form of human figure are fed by televisions, computers, surveillance monitors, 
and a medley of other equipment, resulting in various bizarre and deformed faces.
"Microphone Test—Hsu Che-yu Solo Exhibition" is based on this context, with a story about memories narrated by the artist, recounting 
the tales of family memories and how such memories are constructed and perceived.
Using family memories of Yuan Zhi-jie, Cheng Liang-hui, and Lo Tien-yu, who are good friends with the artist, their oral recounts of 
their memories are then rewritten, deconstructed, and reconstructed by Chen Wan-Yi, who started off as a complete stranger to them. 
During this process, this stranger also subtly embedded her personal memories into the narratives. The deconstruction and reconstruction 
then resulted in a script that was used by the artist for an animated documentary, with his three friends invited to reenact their memories 
in front of a camera.
People that were filmed are replaced by fictional characters that the artist has created with outlines in "Microphone Test—Hsu Che-
yu Solo Exhibition", with these fictional characters integrated in the real setting appearing in the video. However, is this form of reality 
based on the sense of reality of those doing the reminiscing? Or is it based on the rewriter's form of reality? Maybe it is the reality of the 
person remaking the stories on video? When reality is intruded by fiction and thoughts about "reality" is turned, the question being raised 
by the artist is then turned into a dialectical approach.
In the prose collection, Microphone Test, by Huang Kuo-chun, the author treated "death" as "effects for making an exit". Similarly, 
these performance-based segments are expressions of the inquiries stemming from deep within. In "Microphone Test—Hsu Che-yu Solo 
Exhibition", the suicide of the grandfather from one of the artist's friends is also used to spark dialogues between them via art.
As stated by the artist, perhaps this exhibition is not about the specific memories of someone; it is about the process of how memories are 
constructed and perceived.

14
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Date 2015/10/03-2016/01/10
Gallery 1B
Organized by Taipei Fine Arts Museum
Category Planned Exhibition of Contemporary Art
Number of visitors 165,819
Media / Number of pieces New media, interactive installation. 
 1 piece in all
Artistic Director Center for Art and Technology - Linking LAB
Production

The Night of Sodom

Summary

"The Night of Sodom" takes its inspiration from Marquis de Sade's novel "The 120 
Days of Sodom". Instead of reenacting the scenes in the novel, the exhibition uses 
the events of a fictional murder as a narrative frame to reconsider 'contemporaneity'. 
A dynamic installation and new media performance echo and intensify the exhibition 
theme, constructing a large-scale, multidisciplinary work that deals with the plight of 
civilization and sublimation of death.
Marquis de Sade lauded nature for its evil and unending cycle of creation and 
destruction. In "The 120 Days of Sodom", Sade created a hypothetical and 
encyclopedic system of evil that criticized society's norms and rules, and continually 
went beyond the limits of all known experimental ideologies.
The performance component of the exhibition revolves around the murder of a 
teenager, and is divided into five sections:"The Universe of Things", "Homicidal 
Maniac", "Depression", "Gross Anatomy", and "apparition". The intention is to 
identify elements, much like Sade did eroticism, perversion, and cruelty, and deploy 
them in various configuration with regard to position or action. The artwork is 
computer automated, interactive, and relates ambiguous situations, fissures and 
disturbances in contemporary life to video, mechanical movements, body detection 
devices, and lasers in a symbolic manner. The theme for the installation component 
of the exhibition is titled "Depression/Teenager". Feathers float in the center of the 
installation, which are surrounded by two dimensional artworks on the venue's four 
walls. Organized using an encyclopedic concept, different elements corresponding 
to words comes together to form these images, and build relationships between the 
exhibition themes.
"The Night of Sodom" is a new media, interactive installation. Through narrative 
content, new media visual effects and theatricality, the audience explores completely 
new experiences of how technology manipulates our lives and perceptions. But can 
technology reveal subtle and never before seen relationships among things, or will it 
lead us farther on our path to utter destruction?
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Date 2015/10/9-2016/01/10
Gallery 1A
Organized by Taipei Fine Arts Museum
Category Planned Exhibition of Contemporary Art
Curator Jo Hsiao 
Number of visitors 156,089
Media / Number of pieces Installations, performances, actions, 
 events, poetry, music, dance, sound, 
 image. 9 pieces in all
Artists Agi Chen, Joyce Ho, Chieh-hua Hsieh, Chieh-ting 

Alice's Rabbit Hole –
Everyday Life, Comprehensible and Incomprehensible

Summary

"Alice's Rabbit Hole" is an exploration of hybrid forms in between exhibition and performance. It signals that an exhibition is not the "venue" or "stage" we perceive, 
but rather what transpires within it: installations, a series of performances, actions, events, or poetry, music, dance, sound or image. These designs may be configured 
or improvised. They may present performers arranged in advance, or unexpectedly engage visitors in a serendipitous encounter. But it all takes place with no written 
script. Visitors may join the scene as actors or collaborate with artists, or a dramatic event may take place before their eyes. When exhibitions go beyond the frame of 
the visual, what are they? Exhibitions? Performances? Actions? Events? Ultimately, they contain far more than the questions we ask. This demonstrates how today's 
art constantly challenges our attitudes toward art itself. Indeed, in our age, art produced purely to be viewed is no longer the only option. Each trenchantly observant 
artist achieves more adventurous realizations in their work. Painting, images, sculpture, film, fiction, poetry, drama, dance, music, and other categories of art are 
no longer quarantined. Whether they cohabitate by way of absolute intermingling or mutual contradiction, they have become a choral art form comprised of many 
different voices. To a certain extent, art is hybridity. It strives to preserve mutual differences while also achieving mutual resonance, and so engenders expansiveness. 
One might describe "Alice's Rabbit Hole" as an attempt to cross the barriers dividing professional fields and engage in exchange and cooperation. It is a rumination 
on what things can be inserted into the formation process of an exhibition, and what things can ultimately emerge from it. The result is an embodiment of symbiosis.
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Date 2015/10/24-2016/02/14
Galleries 2A, 2B
Organized by Taipei Fine Arts Museum
Category Planned Exhibition of Contemporary Art
Curator Chia Chi Jason Wang 
Curators in charge  Yi-ting Lei , Tsai Ya-chi
of the exhibition
Number of visitors 179,263
Media / Number of pieces Painting. About 110 pieces in all
Artist  Su Wong-shen

Animal Farm:The Paintings of Su Wong-Shen
Summary

It was back in 1988, as part of a solo exhibition at Taipei Fine Arts Museum, that Su Wong-shen first unveiled several large paintings of dogs and cats attacking and chasing one another. Subsequently, 
in the 1990s, he more consciously and systematically employed the stray dogs he saw in his environs – particularly the old alleyways of Tamsui – as a concept in his art. Today, nearly three decades 
later, Su has gained a name for himself in the Taiwanese art world, and considerable kudos, for this long-running theme.
The title of this exhibition is "Animal Farm," not only practically reflecting Su Wong-shen's long-standing distinctive choice in subject matter, but also intentionally invoking associations with the 
popular novel Animal Farm (1945) by the British author George Orwell (1903-50). Imitating the form of a children's book, Orwell made all his main characters animals, but his work was actually a 
political novel satirizing the Soviet Union's descent from democratic revolution into dictatorship. The animals Su painted early on were mostly dogs and cats – unlike Orwell's bestiary, which included 
all the typical animals to be found on an English farm. Another dissimilarity was Su's locus of observation: the two species' relationship as natural enemies, and their beastly natures. The scenes he 
presented were frequently inhabited by stray dogs and cats that had been abandoned by humankind. Reduced to a life on the streets, they lived out a social theater of survival, with human cities or 
towns serving as the stage where their struggles were performed.
"Animal Farm" is also a major exhibition that serves as a retrospective, featuring over 110 works representative of various stages in Su Wong-shen's career, starting from the late 1970s, as well as 
works of fresh vintage. Furthermore, in order to afford a glimpse at the artist's creative inspiration and the evolution of his painting concepts, we also present a number of drafts, studies, sketches and 
personal notes made by Su over the preceding decades.
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Date 2015/12/19-2016/03/13
Galleries D, E, F
Organized by Taipei Fine Arts Museum
Category Competition Exhibition
Number of visitors 138,729
Media / Number of pieces Mixed Media. 16 pieces in all
Artists  Wang Hsiang-lin, Shiu Sheng-hung, Chang Hsia-fei, Lin Tay-jou, Chuang 
 Chih-wei, Musquiqui Chihying, Weng I-hsuan, Chang Yung-ta, Liao 
 Chao-hao, Lin Yi-chun, Lai Tsung-yun, Kuo Yu-ping, Peng Yi-hsuan, Chi  
 Chien, Hsu Rae-yuping, Chen Ting-jung

2015 Taipei Arts Awards
Summary

The annual art competition and exhibition, the "Taipei Arts Awards", has been successfully presented for many years by the Taipei Fine Arts Museum and is a testament to the dynamism of Taiwan's 
contemporary art development. As a competitive award, it is an important indicator and predictor in the Taiwanese art world. It also encourages outstanding artists and artwork that is rich in epoch 
reflecting content, and stimulates diverse ideas and creative energy.
The number of applications submitted to this year's competition is up to 258 pieces, but only 16 artists enter the final stage. It is highly competitive. The grand prize of "2015 Taipei Arts Awards" is 
Wang Hsiang-lin. Her photographic work, Metamorphosis, is set the composition on the basis of nature as subject, attempting to unravel the complicated symbiosis among people and grasping man's 
solitary nature from real life.
The artists acquiring the honourable mention are Shiu Sheng-hung,  Chang Hsia-fei,  Lin Tay-jou,  Chuang Chih-wei and Musquiqui Chihying. Judges' Award obtained by the following artists: Weng 
I-hsuan ,  Chang Yung-ta,  Liao Chao-hao,  Lin Yi-chun,  Lai Tsung-yun,  Guo Yu-ping,  Peng Yi-hsuan, Chien Chi,  Hsu Rae-Yuping and  Chen Ting-jung.
There will be occasional live performances of nude in the piece Pacific Princess. This works is only suggested for the visitors above 18 years old.
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Documentation

To collect, classify, archive and reuse museum documents from yesterday, today and tomorrow, the Research 

Dept. has been assigned to the task of creating an information repository for all texts, images, videos and 

animation from the entire permanent collection, all exhibitions organized and/or hosted by TFAM and all in-

house publications. The Research Dept. is also building an archive of modern/contemporary Taiwanese artists 

– specifically those who have exhibited their works in TFAM – to serve as a chronology recording their creative 

journey.

Special Events

The Research Dept. also takes charge in organizing a number of symposiums related to research projects, 

museum affairs and documentation: The Pilot Program is held annually to plan all the important symposium 

in a year, the publication of Modern Art Quarterly will lead a sharing meeting after being published and forums 

and panel discussions will take place to explore the topics in Journal of Taipei Fine Arts Museum.

Research is the engine that drives the museum onward to new artistic and cultural horizons. It is research 

that constructs the ground as well as foresight to manage TFAM. Research Depart. in TFAM shoulder the 

responsibility for formulating strategy, executing projects, researching pertinent topics and publishing books 

and journals.

Research

In-house research topics cover a wide of range of subjects including Chinese contemporary art, modern ink 

painting, museum marketing and visitor research, art education and promotion, Taiwanese art history, works 

in the permanent collection, exhibition planning and museum management.

Publications

To explore the trends and development in modern and contemporary art, TFAM publishes some academic 

publications concerning art annually, such as Journal of Taipei Fine Arts Museum, Fine Arts Thesis and Modern 

Art Quarterly. Books on particular research topics are published without regular schedule, and are written 

and compiled by members of the Research Dept. or influential art critics and scholars. Other publications 

include the new series on artists beginning in 2012, exhibition albums, essays presented at TFAM forums/

symposiums, and an updated catalogue of the permanent collection.

II︱ Accomplishments
2. Research & Publications

052              Taipei Fine Arts Museum│ 2015
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3. Pilot Programs & Research Forums

TFAM's Research Dept. launched the Pilot Program for inviting foreign experts in 2010. This program largely 

aims at international experts in contemporary art, who will come to Taiwan to acquaint themselves with the 

museum and local arts groups, and through this we hope to establish a platform for exchange in response to 

the development of TFAM.

2015 International Conference —

"Southeast Asia and Taiwan: Modernity and Postcolonial Manifestations in Visual Art"

The conference was held on November 21st and 22rd (Sat & Sun) at Art Library in the basement of TFAM, 

inviting the scholars, experts and curators worldwide to give speeches and to join the roundtable forum for 

us to acquire a better understanding of the special route for art development in Taiwan as well as Southeast 

Asia. Through comparison and contrast, recognition of the similarities and differences of different countries 

2015 Project  execution  

1. Study of the art related professional issues 

TFAM actively engages in research in accordance with the Taipei Fine Arts Museum Research Performance 

Evaluation Standards. Thirty-five in-house researchers produced a total of 38 reports in 2015, with 

topics covering contemporary art in Taiwan, assessment and critique of works in La Biennale di Venezia, 

museum marketing and promotions, works in the permanent collection, exhibition planning, and museum 

management. All reports were given to a third party for independent review per the museum director's 

instructions.

2. Knowledge Lecture

For the knowledge lecture series TFAM invited academics and specialists from different disciplines to come 

and present their ideas on various topics, for example, understanding the time-space narrative of paintings 

through literature, Greek mythology and the history of Western painting, and experiencing the aboriginal 

way of life through innovative anthropology as well as an all-embracing worldview. Other topics include 

image/content copyright law, and elements of style in scholastic publications, aiming at stimulating the 

intellect and encouraging the exchange across subjects and disciplines.

The Director's View: Artists and Video Recording 

Speaker: Huang Ming-chuan (Director, head of Huang Ming-chuan's Studio)

Date& Time: 2015/04/19 (sun)14:30-16:30

Venue：BF (Art Library) 

The Skills of Field Interview in Documentary and of Writing Proposals 

Speaker: Scott Chi (documentary maker, lyricist and song writers) 

Date& Time: 2015/06/25 (Thur) 14:30-16:30

Venue：BF (Art Library) 
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Dates of publication: Mar, Jun, Sep, Dec 2015

Dimensions: 28.5x21cm

Number of copies: 1,000 

Managing editor: Chan Tsai-yun

Executive editors: Sharleen Yu（176、178)、Hsu Hui-chi (177、179) 

Best described as a composition, Modern Art Quarterly became a tri-monthly issue since 2014. 
Apart from the key themes of related exhibitions and activities for each issue, special feature of 
Southeast Asian art is added in the discussion, which begins from a macro-perspective of Southeast 
Asian contemporary art, then advances to investigate Myanmar, Vietnam and Cambodia's modern-
contemporary art development. Furthermore, chapters of Exhibition Topic, Artist Navigator, and 
The Art Museum in Print are designed, and contemporary artists are invited to create artworks on 
paper for readers to collect and further to gain access to the artists' beliefs in artistic creation and 
their stories behind the works. The ample art content of Modern Art Quarterly provides readers 
with a gateway to the museum's exhibitions, activities, as well as a stethoscope to the pulse of 
contemporary art.

Modern Art Quarterly No.176-179

1

2015 Publications
1.Journals and compilations
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Taipei Fine Arts Museum 2014 Annual Report 

Date of publication: Apr 2015

Dimensions: (electronic book)

Number of copies: (electronic book)

Executive supervisor: Chan Tsai-yun

Executive editor: Fang Tzu-yun

Since 2000, Taipei Fine Arts Museum has set up an annually publishing project, in which the 
museum's hustle and bustle will be recorded and reflected upon in the form of a published 
book. Throughout the museum's 30 years in history, this book comprises the record of all 
TFAM's exhibitions, promotion, collections, and research. It provides the world outside 
TFAM a history of its becoming, an overview of the museum's morphing process, and more 
importantly, the book acts as a pivotal fragment of memory in writing the museum's history.

The book under discussion recapitulates the museum's ventures in 2014, and through the two 
main chapters, Museum Outlook and Accomplishment, it highlights and pushes forward the 
cornerstones and achievements of the previous year (2014); the appendix at the end of the 
book lists useful information and some related figures. Upon Taipei Fine Arts Museum 2014 was 
issued in 2015, all copies would be distributed in PDF format with a website interface, in both 
Chinese and English, and designed with rich visuals. Readers can peruse the catalogue online, 
so as to minimize the use of paper, and to digitalize the process of publishing with efficient use 
of resources and wide dissemination of information in mind. 

4
Dates of publication: May, Nov 2015

Dimensions: 26x19cm

Number of copies: 500 

Managing editors: Lin Chi-ming(29)、 Lin Mun-lee(30)

Executive editor: Hu Hui-ju 

No. 29

Although Jean Baudrillard, the French thinker, died in 2007, his 
ideas are still widely read and discussed. This issue of Journal 
of Taipei Fine Arts Museum was entitled "Baudrillard: Thoughts 
and Art," collecting essays inclusive of revised versions of papers 
delivered at a pair of conferences held in France and Taiwan on 
related topics. These two conferences amply testified to the fact 
that Baudrillard was still enthusiastically discussed and that his 
ideas had served as a major spark for contemporary thought and 
did not fade away with death of flesh.

No.30

Under the zeitgeist of modernization, from the end of 19th 
century towards mid-20th century, Asian countries like Japan, 
Taiwan, Korea, and China fostered and gradually developed their 
own brands of modern art. While the analysis of these countries' 
output of artistic creation mostly focused on their manifestations 
of national identity, cultural conflicts, emotional connection to 
their land, and even their struggle and complex ideologies under 
the emergence of commodity culture, what had been readily 
neglected was the trajectory of the proliferation of such modern 
art and its background causing the change under the overlapping 
space and time of political geography and history; thus these 
forgotten topics are more worth of investigating than ever. Having 
this idea in mind, the 30th issue of "Developments in East Asian 
Modern Art" discussed in amalgamation the contemporizing 
movements led by Japan, and from there proceeded to investigate 
exhibitions and expositions, their treatment of Japan as a 
stepping stone to Western art, and multiple essays written in 
the early 20th century which had created an impact on the 
ideologies of pan-Asia artistic creation. With the addition of 
exquisite essays on colonial art creation, the multifaceted topics 
of the issue devotedly engaged in a dialogue with the concerns of 
contemporary East-Asia's complicated era.

Journal of Taipei Fine Arts Museum 
No.29-30 2

3
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The Taipei Fine Arts Museum was founded in 1983. Apart from organizing exhibitions, promotion, 

and research, search and donation of artworks have be continuously orchestrated by the museum, 

and the collection of the museum has reached 4,792 pieces since December 2014. This book 

comprises new works collected from January 2014 to the end of the years, including 5 pieces of craft, 

114 pieces of photography, 9 pieces of ink wash painting, 23 pieces of multimedia work, 26 pieces of 

oil painting, a piece of engraving, 10 pieces of watercolour, a sculpture, and 4 sketches, in total 193 

works of art. It mainly introduces the works and artists newly entered the art scene in 2014. 

6
Date of publication: Dec 2015 

Date of publication: 29x21cm

Number of copies: 500 

Executive supervisor: Chang Li-li

Executive editors: Lin Chiao-pi, Lin Yu-chun, Wang Bei-yu

TFAM Collection Catalogue 2014

Ho Tei-lai led a life indifferent to fame and wealth. None of a piece of his arts was sold when he was alive. 

After his death, his families donated more than a hundred of his works created in his whole life to TFAM, 

hoping them to be preserved carefully and to be the resource for further study. Thus, as the major collector 

of Ho's work, TFAM arranged the collected works of Ho systematically and published as catalogs in order 

to provide academia and art circle with the shared resource. This book roughly divided the works of Ho 

into seven parts: (1) My Leaving, (2) Emotions Expressed in Things, (3) The Oriental Style, (4) The Life in 

Search of Truth, (5) The Scenes of Japan, and (7) The Functioning of Universe.

5
Date of publication: Nov 2015 

Dimensions: 27.5x23cm

Number of copies: 500 

Executive supervisor: Chang Li-li

Executive editors: Lin Yu-chun, Lin Chiao-pi, Wang Bei-yu

Collection Catalog IV:HO Tei-Lai
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2

This book is an exhibition album for "Wanted Dean-e Mei: A Retrospective 1976-2014," displayed from 

17th May to 17th August 2014. The exhibition focused on the 40-year artistic journey of Mei Dean-e, 

divided into three periods from 1976 to 2014. First, his exploration prior to his departure from the 

country, showcasing his sketching and engraving techniques before going abroad in 1983. The second 

phase was his cultural transformation and inspiration in New York's local scene from 1983 to 1992; in 

the ten years, his art had been heavily influenced by Dadaism, Pop Art and Surrealism, and he himself 

began to take note of his identity as part of the Chinese diaspora, cultivating an interest in collecting 

Chinese secondhand objects, and 'nostalgia' became an inspiration and his artistic material. Third, in 

1992 he returned to Taiwan and with "localization" in mind, his installation works explored political 

issues; succinct works like "I-DEN-TI-TY," "Give Me Hugs" and "Go Slow, Be Patient" highlighted his style 

and characteristics of art creation. Recently the artist has broken new ground in his methods by utilizing 

computer-generated imagery to transform old objects into innovative artworks. Each chronological stage 

brings to view the artist's unique and protean creative landscape.

This book is the English-translated edition of the catalogue—The Photo Salon of Counterfeit Youth—

published in 2010, especially issued for Wu Tien-chang's participation representing Taiwan for La 

Biennale di Venezia. Apart from the 18 existing chapters, Chen Hsin, the original writer, was cordially 

invited to write an extra chapter titled "Skin Devil" for the new edition in accordance with the artist's 

recent works. 

In half a year, the professional translator Brent Heinrich completed the entire book, in which a literary 

tone is adopted to accurately translate the work into English, and thus non-Chinese readers can enter 

the world of the artist through tightly woven prose, understanding the artist as a person, beliefs in art 

creation, and the era in which his art life proliferated.

Date of publication: Feb 2015

Dimensions: 17.5x25cm

Number of copies: 700

Executive supervisor: Jo Hsiao

Executive editors: Chen Ying-ying , Chiu Li-ching

Date of publication: Mar 2015

Dimensions: 15.8x22cm

Number of copies: 500

Acting director：Chiang Yu-fang

Executive editor: Chan Tsai-yun

WANTED DEAN-E MEI : 
A Retrospective 1976-2014

The Photo Salon of Counterfeit Youth─
Wu Tien-chang

1

2.Exhibition albums

Organized by the Taipei Fine Arts Museum and curated by curator and critic Chia Chi Jason Wang, the 

exhibition "Xu Bing: A Retrospective" ran from January to April, 2014 on the first floor of our museum. 

Encompassing major works by the contemporary Chinese artist Xu Bing over 40 years since 1975, it 

brought together several of his representative large installations for the first time, adapted or recreated 

for the museum space. It was also his first major international retrospective, showcasing 22 projects 

and more than 200 works. This exhibition catalogue includes the article"What I Was Thinking, and How 

I Thought" written by the artist on the retrospective; the curatorial statement"Art as Meliorism – On 

'Xu Bing: A Retrospective' ", as well as guides to each project by curator Chia Chi Jason Wang, revealing 

in detail the implementation and core of the artist's concepts; articles by Professor John Rajchman and 

Professor Lydia H. Liu of the Columbia University, and a short biography and list of works of the artist 

compiled by the editor. Through the curatorial statement, the presentation of the works in chronological 

order and the use of texts and images, this catalogue helps readers to better understand Xu Bing's 

creative thinking and the meanings that the works try to convey. It offers insights into the artist's overall 

artistic development and the issues he is concerned with, as well as the universal spirit and vision that he 

demonstrates in confronting real life and the shifts in global politics.

Date of publication: Dec 2014

Date of issue: Jan 2015 

Dimensions: 28.5 x 24 cm

Number of copies: 700

Chief editor: Chia Chi Jason Wang 

Editor: Yi-ting Lei

Xu Bing: 
A Retrospective
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Hu Kun-jung has been in the drawing scene for over 30 years, devoting to explore art expression through 

geometry and abstraction. Starting from the essence of drawing, he demands a simplistic and intuitive 

visual experience, in which he builds upon geometric structures.  The effect of elementary shapes stirred 

by colours creates a delicate two-dimensional rhythm, inspiring innumerous possibilities. Compared with 

the real-life quality of representational drawing, the art of abstraction lies in its divorce from objective 

standards and verbal or linguistic imagery. This form of art thus possesses an edge in independent 

thinking. To Hu, the titles of his works are merely a compromising veneer which does not emphasize 

the artwork; thus viewers need not interpret their verbal meanings with too much caution. He puts an 

emphasis on that the exchange between the artist and the viewer does not have to be constrained by 

reality.

Prophecies of yesterdays seem obsolete in our age, which is led by news and fresh information. Why 

is there the need to invest in an exhibition on the history of the city's future? In fact, the uncertainty of 

developing possible alternative energy sources and the impact of climate change on society have led to 

a fragile link between historical studies and the future of the post-oil-run city. And when such concerns 

become immediate, we insist that it is necessary to revisit the past in order to see the future. The utopian 

vision of Modernism in mid-20th century has planted for today a seed for an era after fossil fuel, and these 

wishes are not only our options for the future, but have also decided our future.

Date of publication: Sep 2015

Dimensions: 28x21cm

Number of copies: 500

Chief editor: Fang Mei-ching

Editor: Liao Tsun-ling

Date of publication: Sep 2015 

Dimensions: 23x29.7 cm

Number of copies: 600

Executive supervisor: Fang Mei-ching

Executive editor: Wang Po-wei

PERFECTION IN UNBALANCE: 
Hu Kun Jung

Post-Oil City: 
The History of The City's Future5

4

Taipei Arts Awards, an annual art competition and exhibition, is a testament to the dynamism of Taiwan's 

contemporary art development, encouraging outstanding artists as well as artworks that are rich in epoch 

reflecting content with the hope to stimulate diverse ideas and creative energy in the Taiwanese art circle. 

Taipei Arts Awards 2014 contains the essays of the judges and the introduction to the works and artists who 

were selected to enter the finals. The sixteen artists are as follow: Chang Po-chieh, Chi Kai-yuan, Chi Po-

hao, Chen I–hsuen, Jao Jia-en, Chen Che-wei, Ting Chaong-wen, Tsao Chun, Chang Nai-ren, Wen Meng-yu, 

Chuang Chih-wei, Chung He-hsien、Lin Jun-liang, Chen Ching-yuan, Jian Yi-hong and Ni Hao.

"Taipei Biennial 2014" invited Nicolas Bourriaud, the dean of École Nationale Supérieure des Beaux Arts 

(ENSBA) in France, as curator. Bourriaud titled the exhibition "The Great Acceleration." He appropriated 

the assumption suggested by scientists—Anthropocene and at the same time borrowed the aspect of 

nature from Lao Zi and Zhuang zi, reflecting the relationship among human beings, animals, plants, 

minerals, things and creating the discursive context for relation.

Date of publication: Mar 2015

Dimensions: 18x25.5cm

Number of copies: 700

Executive supervisor: Fang Mei-ching

Editor: Su Tzu-hsiu

Date of publication: Apr 2015

Dimensions: 17.5x25cm

Number of copies: 1000

Chief editor: Jo Hsiao

Executive editors: Hsiung Szu-ting, Yeh Jen-yu

Taipei Arts Awards 2014 

TAIPEI BIENNIAL 2014: 
The Great Acceleration
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As an individual in the tightly-woven society today, people generally aspire to a fairer, more sustainable 

future. With this expectation in mind, TFAM organized "Make Sense," this summer based on the plan of 

two younger members of the museum's exhibition department. "Make Sense" featured the observations, 

critique, and imagination of 18 groups of artists on the topic of environment, energy and resources, and 

generational justice. The setting of such a theme not only reflected Taiwan's social reality, but also planted 

the seed of awakening in civic awareness. Right now, the awareness to environmental incidents gradually 

increase amidst their frequent occurrence, and as a professional governmental organization, TFAM wishes 

to take up the role, which embodies the optimistic, humorous, and creative possibilities of contemporary 

art in the midst of an imperfect society. 

The mission of TFAM's exhibitions by submission has always been providing new vision and cultivating 

new generation of art talent. "The Apocalyptic Sensibility: The New Media Art from Taiwan" curated by 

Yang Yun-nia exactly harbored these two qualities. What facilitated this exhibition was that the 15th "WRO 

Media Art Biennale" took "Pioneering Values" as the focal theme of the international competition and 

Yang used "The Apocalyptic Sensibility" as a curatorial concept to respond the open call. Yang claimed 

that being optimistic to technology was the dominant atmosphere of our time, but we always forgot that 

technology should be based on humanism whose absence in history had caused some catastrophes since 

the beginning of 20th century. The homecoming exhibition gave a complete picture of the curatorial 

philosophy with the works of the six Taiwanese artists: Lin Pey-chwen, Wu Chi-tsung, Huang Zan-lun, 

Scottie Chih-chieh Huang, Chen I-chun, and Zhang Xu-zhan. Lin Pey-chwen had long concerned the divine 

self in men, Wu Chi-tsung cared the aesthetic formation to express technological items, Huang Zan-lun 

created the mythical narration to point out the conflict of men's nature, Scottie Chih-chieh Huang used 

metaphor to combine technology and nature, Chen I-chun chose animation as the medium to expose the 

gap between mass media, collective memories and individual trauma, and Zhang Xu-zhan emphasized the 

possible lose of humanist spirit in the age of mass media. In this exhibition with multiple issues, we could 

have a perception that the technology without human being was only the object to satisfy human beings' 

basic needs and desire but not to elevate the height of human civilization in whole.

Date of publication: Nov 2015

Dimensions: 25.6 x 18 cm

Number of copies: 600

Executive supervisor: Fang Mei-ching

Executive editors: Kat Siao, Su Chia-ying

Date of publication: Nov 2015

Dimensions: 20x17cm

Number of copies: 500

Executive supervisor: Fang Mei-ching

Executive editor: Wang Po-wei

Make Sense

The Apocalyptic Sensibility: 
The New Media Art from Taiwan

8

It was the first time for TFAM to collaborate with Japan Mori Art Museum in order to host the Asia tour 

exhibition of Lee Mingwei. "Lee Mingwei and His Relations: The Art of Participation― Seeing, Conversing, 

Gift-giving, Writing, Dining and Getting Connected to the World" comprised fifteen important art projects 

of Lee, displaying the historical and cultural context which constitutes Lee's creation for the twenty 

years. Born in Taiwan in 1964, Lee has created different participatory art projects. Through easy modes 

of participation such as gifting, conversing, dinning and sleeping, Lee's project made the participants 

who were strangers to one another got acquainted others gradually to explore the issues of intimacy and 

belief. The way audience perceived and understood art could be enriched and expanded by the meditative 

space experience they received in the exhibition and the artist's behavior with the character of ritual and 

performance. Besides the support of Mori Art Museum on collections loaning and the cooperation with 

the artist Lee Mingwei, the success of the exhibition was also achieved by those who participated work 

submission, selection, and exhibition and selfless participation and devotion of TFAM's staff, volunteer 

team, and volunteer guides to assist a great deal of TFAM's programs. In addition to translations of content 

in original exhibition album for the exhibition in Japanese, a special article written by Professor Chen 

Kuang-yi is also collected in the Chinese version. Without the collaboration and exchange on collections 

loaning mentioned previously and the enthusiasm of those who were involved in, the exhibition and its 

exhibition album could not be completed smoothly.

Date of publication: Sep 2015

Dimensions: 24 x 19 cm

Number of copies: 700

Executive supervisor: Fang Mei-ching

Executive editor: Yi-ting Lei 

Lee Mingwei and His Relations: The Art of Participation―
Seeing, Conversing, Gift-giving, Writing, Dining and 
Getting Connected to the World
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13

12

Hsu Che-yu is the cutting-edge artist who is good at using video to discuss various and varied faces 

of media and to reflect the dialectical encounter between the real and the virtual through media. In 

"Microphone Test—Hsu Che-yu Solo Exhibition," Hsu told a story of memories about how memories were 

constructed and viewed.

Three friends of Hsu's and one stranger were grouped to conduct this project, in which this stranger 

deconstructed and rebuilt their memories and secretively put in one's own memories during the process 

of rewriting.

Memories were what gave birth to the exhibition. In the process of connecting people and working on the 

project, Hsu made a video to record the happenings and this video was also included in the exhibition. 

Besides that video, the friends of Hsu's also represented their memories again in front of the camera to 

present to the audience. The displayed items and writings of collaborators in this exhibition would be 

collected in the exhibition album.  

"Effusive Vitality: CHUANG CHE Retrospective Exhibition" was not only the record of Chuang Che's 

personal but also the vital presentation of the result of the study of Chuang's works and philosophy. 

Chuang persisted in the paintings and calligraphy in the wild style full of passion. Starting his career in 

1960s in Taiwan, Chuang extended his sights to the world, and was active in the development of various 

modern art movements. The exhibition included over 100 oils, acrylics and sculptures, which were 

carefully selected from among hundreds of works, and presented the evolution of Chuang's artistic style 

from the early 1960s to today.

Date of publication: Dec 2015

Dimensions:15x25cm

Number of copies: 416

Executive supervisor: Fang Mei-ching

Editor: Chou Sun-hui

Date of publication: Dec 2015

Dimensions: 30x28cm

Number of copies: 400 (Hardback Edition)，

               400 (Paperback Edition)

Chief editor: Fang Mei-ching

Executive editor: Liu Yung-jen

Microphone Test – Hsu Che-Yu

Effusive Vitality: 
CHUANG CHE Retrospective Exhibition

11

"View. Point - A Retrospective of Li Yuan-chia" is the artist's first large-scale exhibition in Asia. Years 

of devoted preparation by the members of the museum, and the collaboration with the Li Yuan-chia 

Foundation based in London, both contributed to the exhibition's revisiting to the Taiwanese artist's 

abstract, avant-garde, and pioneering creative path. Li Yuan-Chia is one of the first Taiwanese abstract 

artist whose expression mode takes form of conceptual art, and is also one of the few who has flourished 

in the European art landscape. Ironically, due to the choked flow of information in earlier years, Li was not 

well-known within the country. Li's creative media include ink wash, oil, monochrome drawing, and even 

conceptual art and photography; the artist's acts expand the definition of art. The exhibition of discussion 

displays over 190 pieces of Li's works, including early ink wash paintings, multimedia work, installations, 

sounds, photography, two-dimensional installations, conceived in different time periods in Taipei, Bologna, 

London, and Cumbria.

Date of publication: Dec 2015

Dimensions: 20x20cm

Number of copies: 700

Editor-in-chief: Fang Mei-ching 

Editor: Tsai Ya-chi

View . Point – A Retrospective of Li Yuan-chia
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Whereas Taiwan is becoming an aging society, it is worth to mention that TFAM assisted the conference 2015 

"Museum Dancing with Elders" held by TNNUA, June 23. 

We invited Yoko Hayashi from Japan to share the current 

situation of aging society and domestic policies in Japan and 

her founding experience of Arts Alive and that of collaborating 

with museums. In the second half of the year, combing with 

"Formosa in Formation," an exhibition filled with history 

and memory, the elder-friendly activity "Walk, At the Age 

of Happiness" was held to invite elders visiting museum and 

appreciating works of arts, enjoying the study by exchange of their life experiences in interaction.

TFAM also held an art talk "Wu Tien-chang: Never Say Goodbye," offering the opportunity to those in arts 

discipline and the public interested in "La Biennale di Venezia" and international exhibitions.

Furthermore, Space 209 of TFAM held "The Best Scene of Taiwan," an activity for the public at all age. Audiences 

were invited to the activity to observe, draw, or photograph their unique scene of Taiwan after watching works 

of senior artists. The audio tour of "Formosa in Formation" and "Lee Mingwei and His Relations: the Art of 

Participation "were produced to be the media for audiences to understand works deeply.

With our scheduled exhibitions of the year, besides the arrangement of various workshops and educational 

activities, TFAM held a variety of promotional events in routine, including Art Education In-depth, guided tours 

for family, for reservation and for special groups, Art Promonade, symposiums and lectures, activities for family, 

and events for art in communities. The activities like TFAM Nights were held as well in combination with "X-site 

Program" to attract the public attention of visiting museum and to provide the opportunities for deep understanding 

of the context of contemporary art development.

Meanwhile, for efficient employment of social resources, TFAM recruits students and general public with 

enthusiasm for public service and knowledge of art to assist affairs in site and guided tours. There are more 

than 1,000 volunteers in TFAM so far. Our Children's Art Education Center has started in service since 2014. Its 

exclusive team has been recruited and trained to provide thorough services for children and parents. When the 

large-scale exhibition "Lee Mingwei and His Relations: the Art of Participation" was held in summer vacation, 

2015, the operation was supported by a great number of volunteers for the high interactive nature of the exhibition. 

Except serving in TFAM in shifts, our members of Volunteer Office hold events for art education actively, such as 

"Art Express" which is for underprivileged and aged people, general groups, and communities.
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TFAM invited a number of artists to take part in the exhibition, including Wang Chien-hao, 

Wang Te-yu, Pak Sheung Chuen, Lee Tzu-hsun, Pong Pong Ho, Bei Lynn, Even Wu, Jam Wu, Tsui 

Kuang-yu, Agi Chen, Yang Hsueh-hua, Tao Chiang, and Tsai Hai-ru. According to the themes, 

space installations, sculptures, video, on-site murals, artists' studios, participatory projects, 

and physical interaction programs were presented, and there was also a thematic area set up 

for picture books. To cooperate with the exhibition, TFAM held eight sessions of storytelling 

activities named "Who Tell the Story" in the autumn. Bei Lynn, one of the invited artists of the 

exhibition and illustrator, and famous illustrator wawa were invited to be storyteller. They 

told stories for children at the age 3 to 8 with their unique style, bringing children another 

sort of artistic experience.

With one of the issue in the exhibitions held in the summer vacation—sustainability of 

environment, TFAM arranged "Poster Workshop" and "Workshop for Teens: What Have 

We Made?" in the second half of the year. It was the first time that TFAM aimed at teens to 

be participants of workshop. Workshops for children, "Ink Dropping: Chinese Landscape 

Painting Trilogy" and "Animal Farm," were held respectively in accordance with "Chuang Che 

Retrospective Exhibition: Effusive and Vitality" and "Animal Farm: the Paintings of Su Wong-

shen" at the end of the year. The workshops intended to guide children to realize artists' 

emotion and imagination expressed in their works by works observation and storytelling and 

lead children to create their works with their own tastes.

Exhibitions, Programs, and Activities of Children's Art Education Center 

TFAM integrated galleries in basement, courtyard, and Art Classroom into the brand new Children's Art Education 

Center in the form of museum-in-museum. It is established for children and parents as an educational base and art 

space to create, to study, and to do activities. The center put into operation on Children's Day in 2014. One to two 

educational exhibitions collaborated with domestic or international artists will be arranged each year, and various 

scale of workshops, exploration programs, and experience programs are planned to be held as well. There were 

10,000 guests in average visiting our previous three educational exhibitions, which is a great help for the growth of 

our audience number.

The second exhibition of the year, "Get Rhythm with Paul Klee: Interactive Exhibition and Workshop Series," was 

opened up in April, 2015, along with musical performance and art cinema, and ended up with a Children's Day 

party collaboratively held with Philharmonic Radio Taipei. The exhibition was visited by more than 10,000 guests 

during the vacation of Children's Day. The Workshop for Children "Explore Louis Kahn" was held during the period 

of exhibition changing in response to the exhibition "Louis Kahn: the Power of Architecture," offering the experience 

combining visiting exhibition and creation for third to sixth grader in elementary school.

The third exhibition "I Want to Dream" was opened before summer vacation, the most crowded time each year 

and an option for family to visit TFAM during the vacation. The concept of "I Want to Dream" was based on the 

imagination to the future to make it a platform for dialogue. The exhibition Explored dreams of the night, dreams of 

the heart, and reality through four activities as follows: "Shall We Dance?", "Hello, Artist!", "Go Ahead and Go Wild!", 

and "Fantasia of Life" to unfold audiences' experience of perception and thinking by means of contemporary arts. 
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Summer School for Children

TFAM Summer School for Children is a program combining work creation in mixed media with observation of city and is 

held during the summer vacation of school. School children are invited to elaborate their own creativity in a relaxing and 

happy atmosphere and can discover diverse faces of Taipei's culture landscapes. In response to the issue of sustainability 

of environment discussed in the exhibition "Make Sense" and "Post-oil City," the summer school this year was entitled 

"Our Future City," leading elementary children to explore the realm of architecture and urban planning, the indispensable 

civil issues.

Short-term Internship ／ Workshop for Museum Affair Experiencing

In order to foster personnel specialized in modern arts study and affairs of art business and to encourage the exchange 

between TFAM and academic institutes, the short-term internship of TFAM is offered to graduate students who have 

special need and interest in study of modern arts or museology and practical training in affairs of museum. "What Is Art: 

University Student Camp" was held at the end of the year as an introduction of staff's tasks to those who are interesting in 

museum, showing them the important places that are out of bounds visitors as computer room and storehouse.

2015 X-site: "The Texture of Uncertainty"

2015 X-site was programmed by "Synchronic Composing Architect" with the themed work "The Texture of Uncertainty." In 

660 square meters courtyard of TFAM, a garden-like labyrinth was established by various materials, including composite 

paper, ink and color, yarn, cedar plank, steel, galvanized steel wire, and pulley. Visitors can move within the installation led 

by multiple points of sight consisted of wires and encounter unknown people and things.

"The Texture of Uncertainty" was opened on April 25th . Except panel discussion with awarded team and judges of the first 

and second X-site program, TFAM held Opening Party in collaboration with Blaire Ko and Chiu Chih-chun and invited Theatre 

De La Sardine performing "Urban Picnic." "The Slow Dancing in the Fast Lane" performed by the HORSE for two weeks was 

the grand finale of the program. TFAM thus became a popular place for art enthusiasts to meet in the hot summer.
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Fest ival  at  the End of  the Year:  TFAM Anniversary and 
Special Program for New Year

The activity to celebrate 32nd Anniversary of TFAM was held in December 

19. Besides the ceremony to award certifications of appreciation, there 

was the special event to screen the film, Alice in Wonderland, in auditorium 

along with the exhibition "Alice's Rabbit Hole" at 1F. Visitors of TFAM could 

attend both events for free. Studio M led by Owen Wang was invited to 

celebrate the anniversary by singing songs in the form of flash mob.

Besides, cooperating with "World Design Capital" and Department of 

Cultural Affairs of Taipei City to hold activities for New Year's Eve, TFAM 

extended the opening time in December 31st and invited Theatre De La 

Sardine to perform special show called "Endless Night, Brand New Page" 

on New Year's Eve and New Year's Day. Along with "2016 Taipei Break-

Of-Dawn Concert," TFAM also held "Dreamer's Check-in Place: New Year's 

Day, 2016" at special designed container house in Dajia Riverside Park by 

extending the creation concept of Tsai Hai-ru, one of the artists taking part in the exhibition 

"I Want to Dream" in Children's Art Education Center, and presenting a variety of thinking 

about dream and life.International Exchange ／ Professional Workshop

TFAM invited Nadine Combet, former director of art education department of Centre Pompidou, to be the moderator 

of "2015 Workshop for Educational Practice of Museum: Audience Development," on 2nd and 3rd December, attracting 

the participation of practitioners in domestic art education. The team members of Children's Art Education Center, 

TFAM Education and Extension Department, exchanged opinions on issues encountered and thought by those 

frontier personnel in charge of art education with Mrs. Combet. Mrs. Combet elaborated the process of program 

planning and practice with her specific experiences as 

a curator in the past and asked participants to think 

and practice together to make an educational project, 

including proposal and sketch of the project. The 

workshop provided educators a circumstance to think 

about educational project through multiple points of 

view. By considering actual examples as a base and 

exchanging viewpoints with each other, the workshop 

could also be a reference for participants in the future.

"Loose Attractors: a Workshop on Newspaper Reading, 

Time Bending and Moonwalking in Water" was held in 

Space 209 from December 11 to 13. The moderators 

were curator Raimundas Malašauskas and artist Valentina Desideri. The discussion was surrounding with their 

practice on modern arts and the intersection of their practice, including fake therapy, political therapy, fictional 

identities, and hypnotic show. The moderators led participants sharing their opinions, asking questions, and 

attempting to find the answers. "Diagonal Resolution", a keynote speech of Raimundas Malašauskas, was held at 

TFAM's auditorium in the afternoon of December 12th.
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Through collecting, studying and promoting artworks systematically, the Acquisition Department of TFAM not only enriches the 

essential value of collections but also effectively shoulders the task of artworks' arrangement, register, classification, research, 

mount and restoration in order to display the precious collections of art and to serve the general public. 

Acquiring outstanding works as collection of TFAM 

The general direction of collecting art is to acquire the extraordinary works with creativity, which can speak for the importance 

of the artists. The works acquired in 2015 are as follows: "Renewable Energy Storage" by Zheng Chong-xiao, "Spodoptera Litura" 

by Chang Ting-tong, "My Friends" by Wu Chien-ying, "Landscape of Energy" by Yuan Goang-ming, "Animal Volcano" by Hsiao 

Pei-i, "Water Imagination: Salute á Cézanne" by Hu Kun-jung, "Youth" by Tsui Kuang-yu, "The Winter's Gift" and "You Watch the 

Swimming Goldfish and Forget Me" by Jian Yi-hong, works by Chen Shun-chu, including "On the Road 1990, France," "Super Market" 

by Liu Hsin-yu, works by Mei Dean-e including "This is Taiwan," "Triangle Table" and "Blooming without Reason" by Chi Kai-yuan, 

"State of Mind" by Tao Ya-lun, "On the Road" by Chang Chien-chi, works by Yang Jeong-dih including "Sleepwalker," "Free-standing 

III" by Chuang Che and works by Huang Hai-hsin including "The Bridge and Her Marching Band." As of the end of December 2015, 

TFAM had acquired a total of 4,884 works of art for the permanent collection. 
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Publishing of Taipei Fine Arts Museum Collection Catalogue 2014 and 
TFAM Collection Catalogue IV: Ho Te-lai

Taipei Fine Arts Museum Collection Catalogue 2014 provides full-color pictures as well as detailed descriptions 

of all pieces which have been acquired and placed into the collection of TFAM in 2015, and those of the artists. 

TFAM Collection Catalogue IV: Ho Te-lai is the forth album of TFAM Collection Catalogue series, following The 

Modernization of Taiwanese Art before 1945, The Search for Avant-garde:1946-1969, and Taiwan Travel Notes. To 

provide information for researchers and artists, the oeuvres of Ho Te-lai are organized systematically in this 

album by seven themes: (1) My Leaving, (2) Emotions Expressed in Things, (3) The Oriental Style, (4) The Life in 

Search of Truth, (5) The Scenes of Japan, (6)Beauty of Nature and (7) The Functioning of Universe.

Photographing and digital imaging new collections

Besides recording the condition of new pieces in print, TFAM has hired a team of professionals to create a digital 

replica to establish a comprehensive database on the works in the permanent collection to serve as the reference 

of condition of each piece over time.

Digital image library

To promote fine art, TFAM accepts the application of lending digital images of artwork in the permanent collection to local as well 

as overseas research groups/individuals for the purpose of to printing digital images in publications. As of the end of December 

2015, TFAM had lent digital images to a total of 58 applicants – inclusive of individuals and legal entities.

Sharing the permanent collection

To fully utilize the permanent collection and promote the fine art, TFAM also loans works of art to artistic or cultural institutions. 

A select number of works had been loaned to the following institutions in Taiwan for exhibitions in 2015: The General Association 

of Chinese Culture, National Taiwan Museum of Fine Arts, Biennale de Lyon in France, Ullens Center for Contemporary Art in 

China, Kaohsiung Museum of Fine Arts, National Museum of History, Taipei Zhongshan Hall Management Office, and Taipei 

National University of the Arts, etc. 

Outsourcing product design and development

To promote and add creativity, TFAM has been cooperating design companies to produce 

products inspired by works in the collection to combine daily life with arts. With the 

inspiration of Chen Chin's "Out in the Fields," a gift set was launched this year.  

Maintaining and Repairing Collections 

The repaired works in 2015 are as follows: "Sentient Nature" by Kinoshita Seigai, "A 

Hangchow Street Scene" by Liu Shin-ruh, "Pear Espalier" by Lu Yun-sheng, "Out in the 

Field" by Chen Chin, "Seafood" and "Under the Bridge" by Chen Yin-huei, "Seal/Zeal" by 

David Diao, "The Morning Frost" by Lin Yu-shan, "Will #19" by Chen Ting-shih, etc. Meanwhile, TFAM had cleaned the outdoor 

sculptures as part of routine courtyard maintenance, including metal sculptures as "Combination of Time and Space," "Vitality," 

"Rider, No. 3," and "Home Run" and stone sculptures inclusive of "Great Land," "Spring," "Boat," "Untitled," "Compression of Space," 

and "Silence."
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International PR comprises public relations, marketing/publicity, resource integration and international exchange. 

The PR department also acts as a bridge between the museum and various concerns in the greater community. 

Through the deployment of the following marketing strategies and the production of media content, as well as the 

integration of internal and external resources, we have successfully delivered museum news and information in a 

package suitable for public consumption while utilizing an array of resources towards a more dynamic role in the 

greater community.
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Building a Global Image through Media Marketing

The boundlessness of media communications has no doubt played a pivotal role in the globalization of cultures. As 

communication theorist Marshall McLuhan aptly put it, "The medium is the message." Owning the media gives one 

control over how a message is interpreted. This topic is especially relevant to the museum, which has made maintaining 

and enhancing global media relations essential to its long-term strategy. The Venice Bienniale is a key event by which 

the museum has extended its global reach and increased TFAM's visibility around the world. Wu Tien-chang was 

chosen as the solo artist for the Taiwan Pavilion at the 56th Venice Bienniale, prior to which TFAM had articles printed 

in several international publications including Art Forum, ArtNews, Art Review, Blouin Artinfo, ArtAsiaPacific, FlashArt, 

The Art Newspaper, Ocula, and Artsy, not only introducing a global audience to the outstanding works displayed in the 

Taiwan Pavilion, but also increasing global media awareness of the Taipei Fine Arts Museum's program of events.  

Museum Branding

TFAM's Happy New Year e-card sent out every year in English and Chinese was completely re-imagined in 2015, with 

a new emphasis on the museum's outlook and major exhibitions in the coming year, as part of a groundbreaking 

effort to make branding and image-building the core of all future marketing campaigns. The e-card send out at the 

end of the year delivered the museum's distinct brand in a streamlined format, replete with information regarding the 

TFAM's program of events as well as ongoing developments, giving viewers a deeper understanding of the museum's 

underlying philosophy.

Greater Diversity through Increased Social Interaction

As the museum has evolved, so too has its orientation. What was once a curatorial endeavor has now become 

a focused effort to engage the audience – to harness mass media channels to bring the audience closer to the 

museum, so that the audience plays an ever-larger role in daily operations. To communicate vital info and news on 

upcoming events more effectively and increase visibility within the greater community, TFAM devoted considerable 

time and effort in the area of app development as well as social media marketing. TFAM was especially active on 

Facebook, where posts, images, mentions, real-time videos and other multimedia opened up a two-way channel 

between the museum and its viewership, completely changing the dynamic of traditional promotion and marketing. 

Real-time replies on social media ensured that the dialogue remained in the here and now, and that our audience 

could immediately understand what we do here at the museum, in effect reinforcing a positive image and bringing 

our message to a wider audience. The number of TFAM's followers on Facebook climbed to 70,000 in 2015, far 

greater than the 30,000 followers in 2014. The number of people following important news and events at TFAM 

more than doubled in just one year's time. Engaging viewers on social media has introduced a wider audience and 

a more diverse demographic to TFAM, which has benefitted greatly from this new dynamic. 
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2011.08.01    Wu Kwang-tyng finishes his term as director. Deputy Director Liu Ming-hsing assumes 

the role of acting director.

2011.09.05    Weng Chih-tsung, executive secretary of Taipei City Archives Committee, is asked to 

direct museum affairs during the interim.

2012.07.02    Huang Hai-ming is appointed seventh director of TFAM.

2012.12.27    Construction of the Children's Art Education Center officially begins.

2014.04.04    Children's Art Education Center officially opens.

2015.01.31 Huang Hai-ming finishes his term as director, resuming his teaching profession. 

Deputy Director Chiang Yu-fang assumes the role of acting director. 

2015.03.05  Conservation Laboratory for the TFAM collection comes into service.

2015.04.30  Lin Ping is appointed eighth director of TFAM.

Architecture 
Architect Kao Er-pan designed and oversaw construction of the museum building. When TFAM 

opened in 1983, it covered an area equal to 11,543.38m2. The total floor area is 23,784.07m2, of 

which 11,741m2 is gallery/exhibition space.

The museum is an understated yet visually impressive edifice defined by large transversal beams and 

a minimalist, bone-white facade, its shape and structure inspired by the bucket arch in traditional 

Chinese architecture. The building rises up from the lush green of Zhongshan Art Park, producing an 

environment where fine art mingles with Mother Nature, each enhancing the other.

The nine-meter high ceiling and glass walls on all four sides give the atrium a natural glow, the play 

of light and shadow within the central courtyard in constant flux throughout the day. On the upper 

levels symmetrical gallery spaces lunge from the main structure, their ends capped with giant picture 

windows affording sweeping views of the foothills across Keelung River, as well as the tree-lined 

boulevard bringing visitors to the museum.

TFAM designed and constructed a second entrance on the south (west) side to link the museum to 

the pavilions in the 2010 International Flora Expo and fully embrace the adjoining Zhongshan Fine 

Arts Park. Made entirely of transparent fiber-reinforced-polymer, the new entrance is an extension 

of the spatial aesthetics within and a celebration of the natural scenery without. The South Entrance 

officially opened on October 25, 2010.

1. Background information

                                  
History

1976       The central government instructs relevant county and municipal bureaus to design and 

build first-rate art museums as a way to reinforce Taiwan's cultural legacy. The museum 

proposals are later subsumed under the 12 major infrastructure projects initiated by the 

Jiang Jingguo administration.

1977        The Taipei Fine Arts Museum Steering Committee (appointed by the Taipei City 

Government) chooses the site for the new museum: Taipei Park No. 2, a triangular plot 

bounded by Zhongshan N. Rd. to the west and Hsinsheng N. Rd. to the east.

1978        The Steering Committee commissions architect Kao Er-Pan to design the museum and 

oversee construction.

1980.10      Construction of the museum officially begins.

1983.01     The museum building is completed. In September of the same year, Mrs. Su Jui-ping 

from the National Palace Museum is appointed director of the TFAM Preparatory 

Office.

1983.08.08    The Taipei Fine Arts Museum is established.

1983.12.24    TFAM opens to the public.

1986.09.06    Huang Guang-nan is appointed first director of TFAM.

1995.02.27    Huang Guang-nan is promoted to director of the National Museum of History. 

Secretary Tsai Ching-fen assumes the role of acting director.

1995.09.07    Chang Chen-yu is appointed second director of TFAM.

1996.06.04    Chang Chen-yu relinquishes his duties as director. Deputy Minister of Education Liu 

Bao-kui takes charge of museum affairs in his stead.

1996.11.08    Mrs. Lin Man-li is appointed third director of TFAM.

2000.08.01    Lin Man-li finishes her term as director. Huang Tsai-lang, deputy director of Taipei 

City Department of Cultural Affairs, assumes the duties of acting director. Huang Tsai-

lang is appointed fourth director of TFAM on September 15.

2007.03.26    Huang Tsai-lang finishes his term as director. TFAM Deputy Director Chen Wen-ling 

takes charge of museum affairs in his stead.

2007.08.16    Hsieh Hsiao-yun, deputy director of Taipei City Department of Cultural Affairs, is 

appointed acting director.

2009.01.01    Hsieh Hsiao-yun is appointed fifth director of TFAM.

2010.03.01    Hsieh Hsiao-yun is promoted to director of Taipei City Department of Cultural Affairs. 

TFAM Deputy Director Chen Wen-ling takes charge of the museum during the interim.

2010.09.15    Wu Kwang-tyng is appointed sixth director of TFAM.

2010.10.25   The South (West) Entrance connecting the museum to the sculpture park officially 

opens for public use.

Appendices
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3F
Accessible toilet 

Toilet

Elevator

Escalator

Stairway

3rd Floor｜ The tubular transversals and natural lighting in galleries 3A, 3B and 3C are suitable for 

programs involving a number of different formats such as themed exhibitions.

BF

Family restroom

Toilet

Nursing room

Elevator

Stairway

Restaurant

Outdoor café

Auto-teller machine

Public phone

First aid

Basement｜ Galleries D, E and F are normally reserved for young artists' creations and the 

exhibition of artwork by submission. They may also be used for large-scale contests 

and group exhibitions. The Children's Art Education Center is designed and built for 

artistic interaction and immersion at the elementary and preschool level.

1F

2F

Galleries

1st Floor｜ Primarily for visitor services, the atrium also contains a 'wraparound exhibit' 

and three sculpture courtyards. Galleries 1A and 1B comprise the exhibition 

space on the first floor. The six-meter high walls in 1A and the towering 

ceiling in 1B are perfect for international blockbusters and other large-scale 

exhibitions.

Direction

Service center

Audio guide

Lockers

Ticket booth

Tour guide center

Souvenir shop

Accessible toilet 

Toilet

Elevator

Escalator

Stairway

Family restroom

Toilet

Elevator

Escalator

Stairway

Space 209
Space for education and 
promotion

The volinteer

2nd Floor｜ Galleries 2A and 2B are mainly used to showcase TFAM's permanent 

collection. The space is arranged to highlight aspects of art history or a 

certain aesthetic within the permanent collection. New themes are introduced 

regularly.
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The museum director oversees the entire operations, while the deputy director assists the director 

in administrating affairs. The Board of Advisors offer professional consultation; the Permanent 

Collection Review Board advise on the acquisition and collection of artwork; and the Museum Affairs 

Development Council discuss directions and policies for exhibitions, collections and promotions.

Seventy-seven full-time employees, six contractors, 24 security guards and 27 technicians and 

janitors comprised the museum staff in 2015 – 134 in all.

Diagram of the Organization

Director

Deputy Director

Museum Affairs 
Development 

Council

Board of 
Advisors

Permanent 
Collection Review 

Board

Research Department                                        
The Research Department is responsible for conducting in-house 
research projects, compiling and editing publications, deciding 
museum strategy and policy, and managing the library and browsing 
services.

Biennial and International Projects Office                                                        
The Biennial Office plans and organizes the Taipei Biennial, the 
Taiwan Pavilion at the Venice Bienniale, and other high-profile 
international exhibitions.

Exhibition Department
Exhibitions is further divided into the Design, Photography and 
Production Studios, together planning and organizing exhibitions of 
contemporary Taiwanese art and host exhibitions from overseas to 
promote international exchange.

Education Department
The Education Department plans and organizes art education 
activities, the evening program for TFAM Nights, and international 
conferences/symposiums. The Volunteer Office and A/V Room are 
also within the purview of the Education Department.

Acquisition Department
Acquisitions is responsible for acquiring new works of art for the 
permanent collection, creating an inventory, collating all supporting 
documents, and cleaning/restoring the mountings and frames. The 
above tasks are assigned to professionals in our conservation studio 
and repository.

Department of General Affairs
General Affairs is further divided into the utility room, server 
room, documents, guardroom, administrative clerk, purchasing, 
cashier, asset management, supervision, utility maintenance and 
security.

Personnel Office
The Personnel Office is in charge of human resources.   
                                                          
Ethics Office
The Ethics Office handles all matters concerning civil servant 
ethics.
                                                             
Accounting Office
The Accounting Office is in charge of the annual budget, 
accounting and statistics issues.

Public Relations
The PR team is in charge of marketing, promotions and 
fundraising.
                                  
MIS
MIS is tasked with managing all information systems and 
building and maintaining an online communications platform.
         

Facilities
Exhibition spaces are located on levels 1, 2 and 3 as well as the basement level.

The service counter, tour center, ticket counter and gift shop are located in the atrium on the ground 

floor.

The library, A/V room, art bookstore and restaurant are located in the basement, providing visitors 

with facilities for reading books, searching, listening, lecturing, watching movies, taking a breather 

and dining in style.

Visitor services
1. Guided tours

In addition to regularly scheduled guided tours of exhibitions at TFAM, we also arrange tours geared 

toward schoolchildren and those with special-education requirements.

TFAM also arranges guided tours for school outings upon request.

Those interested in arranging a guided tour for a large group or in a language other than Mandarin 

Chinese should first request a booking by mail or telephone.

Audio guides are available at the service counter in the atrium.

Hours of operation: 9:30am - 5:30pm

2. Browsing and referencing

Art books and peer-reviewed journals are available in the basement reading room for general 

reference.

Hours of operation: 9:30am - 5:00pm

3. Gifts and souvenirs

Located on the right-hand side of the atrium is the gift shop, which offers an array of art-inspired 

merchandise including creative-industry products, children's books, posters and stationary.

For sale in the basement bookstore are the TFAM periodicals-Journal of Taipei Fine Arts Museum, 

Fine Arts Thesis and Modern Art Quarterly-exhibition albums and guidebooks, as well as a selection 

of art books, magazines, CD's and DVD's from other publishing houses.

Hours of operation: 9:30am-5:00pm

Organization
Originally within the purview of Taipei City Government Department of Education, TFAM was 

placed under the supervision of the Department of Cultural Affairs upon its establishment on 

November 6, 1999. The museum is operated by the following departments and offices: Research 

Department, Exhibitions Department, Acquisitions Department, Education Department, Department 

of General Affairs, Accounting Office, Personnel Office and Ethics Office. An MIS and Public 

Relations team have now been formed to meet growing demand in these areas. The Biennial Office is 

responsible for the planning and execution of biennial exhibitions.
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2. Statistics

form PDF

Annual budget (TWD) 

Major projects

Newly acquired works

Works restored in 2015

Collection on loan

Digital images loaned to other institutions

Digital images borrowed in-house

2015 visitor counts

Programs Statistics

Website Traffic

Major sponsors and supporters / International exchange

Visitor info

Taipei Fine Arts Museum Address: No. 181 Sec. 3 Chungshan N. Road Taipei 10461

 Tel: +886 2 25957656

 Fax: +886 2 25944104

 Official website: http://www.tfam.museum

 E-mail: info@tfam.gov.tw

Opening hours: Tue – Sun: 9:30am to 5:30pm

 Saturdays: 9:30am to 8:30pm

 Closed on Mondays

 Entrance fee (excluding hosted exhibitions):

 Adult: 30 Taiwan dollars

 Concession: 15 Taiwan dollars

 Admission is free between 5:00pm and 8:30pm on Saturdays.

 Admission is free at all times for visitors under 18 and all those aged 65 and above.

Getting here: The museum is accessible by motor vehicle, public bus and by MRT.

 By MRT: Take the Danshui Line to Yuanshan Station. Proceed to Exit 1, walk through  

 the Flora Expo Park until you reach Chungshan North Road Sec. 3. Cross the road and  

 turn left. The museum is just ahead on the right hand side.

 By bus: Take the 21, 42, 126, 203, 208, 218, 220, 247, 260, 277, 279, 287, 310, 612, 677, 

 1717, 2020, 2022, 9006, Red 2, Chungshan Line or the city shuttle to the 'Taipei Fine  

 Arts Museum' stop.



Annual budget (TWD) 

Amount of budget spent on exhibitions and acquisition and collection   

Fiscal year Total budget Budget for 
exhibitions

Percentage of 
total

Budget for 
acquisitions 

and permanent 
collection

Percentage of total

2001 312,534,799 32,966,400 11% 25,200,000 8%

2002 289,795,453 37,916,954 13% 25,200,000 9%

2003 274,571,920 33,480,415 12% 25,200,000 9%

2004 219,182,868 29,796,690 14% 20,200,000 9%

2005 210,354,292 31,924,669 15% 19,998,000 10%

2006 236,773,811 28,924,012 12% 20,000,000 8%

2007 249,755,182 32,950,812 13% 38,000,000 15%

2008 273,663,387 57,802,982 21% 40,000,000 15%

2009 299,237,704 61,335,535 20% 40,000,000 13%

2010 396,843,930 105,132,477 26% 40,000,000 10%

2011 357,561,417 98,732,885 28% 40,000,000 11%

2012 346,812,449 101,295,440 29% 40,000,000 12%

2013 362,534,508 95,355,654 26% 40,000,000 11%

2014 350,092,114 100,508,124 29% 40,000,000 11%

2015 375,209,804 117,395,299 31% 40,000,000 11%

Remarks:

1. Annual budget does not include additional funding from central government.

2. Budget for exhibitions does not include personnel expenses.

 back



Major project(s)

Item 
No.

Names of 
Projects

Estimated 
budget

Planning and Design Execution

Fees Status Contractor Fees Status

I. Budget for 2015 

1

Constructing 
the space for 
documentation 
center

TWD 
1,050,000

TWD 
99,800 Finalized

Formosa Assets Design 
and

Administration 
Company

TWD 
899,575

Inspected 
and approved 
in March, 
2016

 back
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Call　
no. Category Title Artis　 Completed Year Medium／

Technology
Means of 

Procurement
 Dimensions／

Duration

F0957　Photograph On the Road 1990, 
Paris, France Chen Shun-chu 1990　

Silver gelatin 
photo paper, 
selenium toning

 Donated 66 x 51 cm　

F0958　Photograph On the Road 1993-2, 
Penghu　 Chen Shun-chu 1993　

Silver gelatin 
photo paper, 
selenium toning

 Donated 51 x 66 cm　

F0959　Photograph On the Road 1994-1, 
Magong, Penghu　 Chen Shun-chu 1994　

Silver gelatin 
photo paper, 
selenium toning

 Donated 51 x 66 cm　

F0960 Photograph On the Road 1995-1, 
Hualien　 Chen Shun-chu 1995

Silver gelatin 
photo paper, 
selenium toning

 Donated 66 x 51 cm　

F0961 Photograph On the Road 1995-2, 
Hualien　 Chen Shun-chu 1995

Silver gelatin 
photo paper, 
selenium toning

 Donated 66 x 51 cm　

F0962 Photograph On the Road 1996-1, 
Tucheng, Taipei　 Chen Shun-chu 1996

Silver gelatin 
photo paper, 
selenium toning

 Donated 66 x 51 cm　

F0963
　

Photograph On the Road 1996-4, 
Shanshuei　 Chen Shun-chu 1996

Silver gelatin 
photo paper, 
selenium toning

 Donated 51 x 66 m　

F0964 Photograph On the Road 1999-1, 
Qingluo　 Chen Shun-chu 1999

Silver gelatin 
photo paper, 
selenium toning

 Donated 51 x 66 m　

F0965 Photograph On the Road 2000-2, 
New York, USA　 Chen Shun-chu 2000

Silver gelatin 
photo paper, 
selenium toning

 Donated 66 x 51 cm　

F0966 Photograph On the Road 2001-1, 
Penghu　 Chen Shun-chu 2001

Silver gelatin 
photo paper, 
selenium toning

 Donated 51 x 66 cm　

F0967 Photograph On the Road 2001-5, 
Penghu　 Chen Shun-chu 2001

Silver gelatin 
photo paper, 
selenium toning

 Donated 51 x 66 cm　

F0968 Photograph On the Road 2007-2, 
Magong, Penghu 　 Chen Shun-chu 2007

Silver gelatin 
photo paper, 
selenium toning

 Donated 66 x 51 cm　

F0969 Photograph On the Road 2007-3, 
Penghu　 Chen Shun-chu 2007

Silver gelatin 
photo paper, 
selenium toning

 Donated 51 x 66 cm　

F0970 Photograph On the Road 2010, 
Myanmar　 Chen Shun-chu 2010

Silver gelatin 
photo paper, 
selenium toning

 Donated 51 x 66 cm　

F0971 Photograph Supermarket　 Liu Hsin-yu 1996

Silver halide 
photo paper, 
mounting with 
aluminium 
sheet and sticky 
back velcro, 
lamination　

Purchased 67 x 101 cm ( x24 )

I0600 Ink painting The Pine Cone　 Chen Jing-hui 1928c Ink and color, 
paper Donated 26 x 36 cm　

I0601 Ink painting The Winter's Gift 　 Jian Yi-hong 2011 Ink and color, 
paper Purchased 29 x 29 cm　

I0602 Ink painting
You Watch the 
Swimming Goldfish and 
Forget Me　

Jian Yi-hong 2015 Ink and color, 
paper Purchased 39 x 134 cm　

Newly 
acquired 
works
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Call　
no. Category Title Artis　 Completed Year Medium／

Technology
Means of 

Procurement
 Dimensions／

Duration

M0262　Multimedia The Massage of the 
Wind　 Chen Shun-chu 1993　

Black and 
white photo, 
fan, electronic 
components, 
wood, metal 
baked painting

Donated

 Live installation 
(dimensions 
depending on 
exhibiting space)

M0263　Multimedia Family Black Boxes: 
Cradle　 Chen Shun-chu 1992　

Color photo, old 
wooden box, 
wood, wood 
ball, cloth, brass 
sheet, acrylic 
paint, paint, 
cotton thread, 
lock, harware 
fittings

Donated 25 x 60 x 41 cm　

M0264　Multimedia
Family Black Boxes: 
Red Rose and Yellow 
Rose　

Chen Shun-chu 1992　

Photo, old 
wooden box, 
acrylic sheet, 
acrylic paint, 
cotton thread

Donated 23 x 63 x 41 cm　

M0265　Multimedia Family Scene-Red　 Chen Shun-chu 1996　
Photo, tiles, 
glass, wood, 
paint　

Purchased 117 x 117 x 7 cm　

M0266　Multimedia Family Scene-Green　 Chen Shun-chu 1996　
Photo, tiles, 
glass, wood, 
paint　

Purchased 117 x 117 x 7 cm　

M0267　Multimedia Taipei Station 　 Chen Shun-chu 1999　

Black and 
white photo, 
aluminium 
sheet, iron 
shard, wood

Purchased 100 x 101 x 15 cm　

M0268　Multimedia Keelung Station　 Chen Shun-chu 1999　

Black and 
white photo, 
aluminium 
sheet, iron 
shard, wood　

Purchased 100 x 101 x 15 cm　

M0269　Multimedia Kaohsiung Station　 Chen Shun-chu 1999　

Black and 
white photo, 
aluminium 
sheet, iron 
shard, paint, 
wood　

Purchased 100 x 101 x 15 cm　

M0270　Multimedia
Family Portrait: Grand 
Father (Left), Grand 
Mother (Right)　

Chen Shun-chu 1998　

Black and white 
photo, wood, 
tiles, acrylic 
sheet, ink, 
pants, clothes 
hangers, hook, 
bulb, light 
fixture, paint

Purchased 132 x 112 x 15 cm 
(x2)　

M0271　Multimedia Journeys in Time: 
Sports Day　 Chen Shun-chu 2003　

Black and white 
photo, transfer 
printed tile, 
zincified iron, 
wood

Purchased 103 x 155 x 6 cm　
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Call　
no. Category Title Artis　 Completed Year Medium／

Technology
Means of 

Procurement
 Dimensions／

Duration

M0272　Multimedia
Journeys in Time: Zinan 
Temple I, Zinan Temple 
II　

Chen Shun-chu 2003　

Black and white 
photo, transfer 
printed tile, 
zincified iron, 
wood

Purchased 103 x 155 x 6 cm, 
103 x 94 x 6 cm　

M0273　Multimedia Distance in Memory: A 
Building, A Pine　 Chen Shun-chu 2009　 Photography, 

mixed media　 Purchased 155 x 103 cm (x2)　

M0274　Multimedia Distance in Memory: A 
Puddle 　 Chen Shun-chu 2009　 Photo paper, 

epoxy resins　 Purchased 103 x 155 cm　

M0275　Multimedia The Remnant Vision: 
the Path　 Chen Shun-chu 2011　

Photo paper, 
block printing 
ink

Purchased 103 x 155 cm　

M0276　Multimedia Reincarnation: 
Frangipani　 Chen Shun-chu 2014　

Screen printing 
ink, acrylic 
paint, canvas　

Purchased 162 x 108 x 5 cm　

M0277　Multimedia
The Reincarnation: 
Fruit for Coral Stone 
Mountain　

Chen Shun-chu 2014　
Screen printing 
ink, acrylic 
paint, canvas　

Purchased 127 x 190 x 7 cm　

M0278　Multimedia
The Resurrection: the 
Coral Stone Mountain - 
Flowers Offering　

Chen Shun-chu 2014　
Screen printing 
ink, acrylic 
paint, canvas　

Purchased 127 x 190 x 7 cm　

M0279 Multimedia The Candy Rack　 Chen Shun-chu 1994

Black and white 
photo, rack, 
fluorescent 
lamp, light 
fixture, iron 
frame, acrylic 
sheet, wood

Purchased Live installation

M0280 Multimedia The One-sixty-fourth 
of Dreamland　 Chen Shun-chu 1994

Black and white 
photo, iron 
frame, glass, 
black sand　

Purchased Live installation

M0281 Multimedia This Is Taiwan Mei Dean-e 2003 Lead sheet, iron 
frame Purchased 93 x 68 x 4 cm　

M0282 Multimedia Alter of Decoding　 Mei Dean-e 2002 Mixed media Purchased 60 x 35 x 75 cm　

M0283 Multimedia In Search of
Hsieh A-Nu Mei Dean-e 2008 Digital Printing Purchased 119 x 198 cm　

M0284 Multimedia Chess Flag　 Mei Dean-e 1989 Wooden 
military flag Purchased 62 x 84 x 7 cm　

M0285　Multimedia Holy Cow!　 Mei Dean-e 2001  Animation　 Purchased 1 min, 19 sec.

M0286　Multimedia Brilliant Post　 Mei Dean-e 2003　 Stainless steel　 Purchased

40x40x6cm for the 
base 
8cm for diameter 
of the column 

M0287　Multimedia The Way of 
Taming the Bats　 Mei Dean-e 1996　 Acrylic paint, 

wooden ruler　 Purchased 128 x 160 cm　
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Call　
no. Category Title Artis　 Completed Year Medium／

Technology
Means of 

Procurement
 Dimensions／

Duration

M0288　Multimedia Triangle Table Chi Kai-yuan　 2013　
Video 
installation, 
mixed media 　

Purchased Intallation, 2 min., 
50 sec.　

M0289　Multimedia Octagonal Circle　 Chi Kai-yuan　 2013　
Video 
installation, 
mixed media 　

Purchased Intallation, 2 min., 
34 sec.　

M0290　Multimedia Blooming without 
Reason Chi Kai-yuan　 2013　

Video 
installation, 
mixed media 　

Purchased Intallation, 4 min., 
06 sec.　

M0291　Multimedia Mistaken Identity/
Unworthy Reputation Li Yuan-chia　 ?　 Woodcut　 Donated 12 x 22 x 2 cm　

M0292　Multimedia Window Series VIII　 Chen Cheng-
hsiung 1998　 Mixed media, 

canvas　 Donated 96 x 145 cm　

M0293　Multimedia
The Reincarnation: 
Garlic for Coral Stone 
Mountain　

Chen Cheng-
hsiung 2014　

Screen printing 
ink, acrylic 
paint, canvas　

Donated 127 x 190 cm　

M0294　Multimedia
The Reincarnation: 
Beans for Coral Stone 
Mountain　

Chen Cheng-
hsiung 2014　

Screen printing 
ink, acrylic 
paint, canvas　

Donated 127 x 190 cm　

M0295　Multimedia Youth　 Tsui Kuang-yu　 2014　
Two-channel 
video 
installation　

Purchased 2 min. 52 sec.　

M0296 Multimedia Animal Volcano　 Hsiao Pei-i　 2015
 Gold leaf, 
acrylic paint, 
canvas

Purchased 166 x 216 cm　

M0297 Multimedia Landscape of Energy　 Yuan Goang-
ming　 2014 Single channel 

installation　 Purchased 7 min. 30 sec.　

M0298 Multimedia Spodoptera Litura　 Chang Ting-
tong　 2015

Single channel 
installation, 
monochrome 
ink, paper　

Purchased
Dimensions 
depending on 
exhibiting space　

M0299 Multimedia My Friends　 Wu Chien-ying 
　

2013 Single channel 
installation　 Purchased 23 min. 46 sec.　

M0300 Multimedia State of Mind　 Tao Ya-lun　 2012

Space 
installation, 
projector lamp, 
motor　

Purchased
Dimensions 
depending on 
exhibiting space　

M0301 Multimedia On the Road　 Chang Chien-
chi　 1999-2014 Video and 

installation　 Purchased
Dimensions 
depending on 
exhibiting space　

M0302 Multimedia Distance in Memory: 
Flowers　 Chen Shun-chu 2009 Photo paper, 

epoxy resins　 Purchased 101 x 153 cm　

O0791 Oil painting River Bank of Soochow
　

Liu Shin-ruh 1933 Oil paint, 
canvas　 Purchased 41 x 58 cm　

O0792 Oil painting A Hangchow Street 
Scene　 Liu Shin-ruh 1931 Oil paint, 

canvas　 Purchased 59 x 43 cm　

O0793 Oil painting Girl in Red　 Chin Jun-tso　 1974 Oil paint, 
canvas　 Purchased 63.5 x 48.5 cm　
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no. Category Title Artis　 Completed Year Medium／

Technology
Means of 

Procurement
 Dimensions／

Duration

O0794 Oil painting Circumstances　 Lo Tsen　 2014　 Acrylic paint, 
canvas　 Purchased 193.5 x 111.5 cm　

O0795 Oil painting Hovering over the City
　

Lin Hung-hsin
　

2012　 Acrylic paint, 
canvas　 Purchased 193 x 259 cm　

O0796　Oil painting Happy Birthday to Me: 
Yuan　

Wang Liang-
yin　 2013　 Acrylic paint, 

canvas　 Purchased 164.5 x 137.5 cm　

O0797　Oil painting Water Imagination: 
Salute á Cézanne　 Hu Kun-jung　 2010　 Acrylic paint, 

canvas　 Purchased 200 x 590 cm　

O0798　Oil painting Renewable Energy 
Storage　

Zheng Chong-
xiao 　 2015　 Oil paint, 

canvas　 Purchased 112 x 280 cm　

O0799　Oil painting C-15　 Su Wong-shen　 1987　 Oil paint, 
canvas　 Donated 160 x 160 cm　

O0800　Oil painting C-16　 Su Wong-shen　 1987　 Oil paint, 
canvas　 Donated 160 x 160 cm　

O0801　Oil painting The Bridge and Her 
Marching Band　 Huang Hai-hsin　 2012　 Oil paint, 

canvas　 Purchased 202 x 162 cm　

O0802　Oil painting Marriage Crisis　 Huang Hai-hsin　 2012　 Oil paint, 
canvas　 Purchased 202 x 162 cm　

O0803　Oil painting Weekend Practice　 Huang Hai-hsin　 2012　 Oil paint, 
canvas　 Purchased 41 x 51 cm　

O0804　Oil painting Mist over the Ridge　 Yeh Tzu-chi　 2013-2015　 Tempera paint, 
oil paint, canvas　 Purchased 152 x 208 cm　

P0360　Block print Portfolio (Manifesto) Nicolas 
Uriburu　 1973　 Screen printing Donated 75 x 55 cm ( x6 )　

P0361　Block print Sleepwalker　 Yang Jeong-dih　 1993　 Etching　 Purchased 49 x 29 cm　

P0362　Block print Formosa　 Yang Jeong-dih　 1997　 Etching　 Purchased 29 x 16 cm　

P0363　Block print Platform　 Yang Jeong-dih　 1997　 Etching　 Purchased 16 x 29 cm　

P0364　Block print Nostagia　 Yang Jeong-dih　 1997　 Etching　 Purchased 16 x 29 cm　

P0365　Block print Between Heaven and 
Earth Yang Jeong-dih　 2004　 Etching　 Purchased 30 x 49 cm　

P0366　Block print Memory, CingJing Yang Jeong-dih　 2007　 Etching　 Purchased 27 x 30 cm　
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no. Category Title Artis　 Completed Year Medium／

Technology
Means of 

Procurement
 Dimensions／

Duration

P0367　Block print Break of Day, CingJing　Yang Jeong-dih　 2007　 Etching　 Purchased 27 x 30 cm　

P0368　Block print Daylight, CingJing　 Yang Jeong-dih　 2007　 Etching　 Purchased 27 x 30 cm　

P0369　Block print Distance　 Yang Jeong-dih　 2008　 Etching　 Purchased 32 x 61 cm　

P0370　Block print Meeting Yang Jeong-dih　 2012　 Etching　 Purchased 27 x 30 cm　

P0371　Block print The Eternity and A Day Yang Jeong-dih　 2012　 Etching　 Purchased 27 x 30 cm　

P0372　Block print South of the Border Yang Jeong-dih　 2013　 Etching　 Purchased 27 x 30 cm　

S0134　 Sculpture Finite to Infinite　 Lee Tsai-chien　 1986　 Stainless steel, 
baked painting　 Purchased 150 x 70 x 65 cm　

S0135　 Sculpture Vajra Ring　 Lee Tsai-chien　 2008　 Steel　 Purchased height: 65 cm　

S0136　 Sculpture Free-standing III　 Chuang Che　 1991-1992　
Wood, iron 
components, 
mixed media 　

Donated 56 x 18 x 22 cm　

S0137　 Sculpture 2015-12　 Hsu Yung-hsu　 2015　 Procelain　 Purchased 146 x 99 x 283 cm　

Sk070　 Sketch　 The River of Small 
Happiness　 Huang Hai-hsin　 2013　 Black lead, 

pencil, paper　 Purchased 89 x 361 cm　

W0272　Watercolor Street Scene of Paris　 Sanda Kiyoshi　 1973　 Watercolor, 
paper　 Donated 24 x 33 cm　

 back
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Date Call no. Artist Title Restoration Program

104.5 I0597 Kinoshita Seigai Sentient Nature

Surface and overall cleaning, medium 
reinforcement, removing previous 
secondary backing paper and primary 
backing paper, remounting primary 
backing paper, mounting board for the 
painting with backing paper, restoring 
color, and reframing

105.5 O0792 Liu Shin-ruh A Street in 
Hangchow

Removing aged varnish stains and  
improper retouching
Restoring flatness and color
Cleaning backside of canvas
Reinforcing entire medium
Replacing stretcher 
Re-stretching canvas
Remodeling texture
Improving the mounted frame and  
conserving device 

104.5 I0433 Lu Yun-sheng Pear Espalier Replacing acrylic cover 

104.5 I0596 Chen Chin Out in the Field

Reinforced before exhibition, 
consolidating color, removing previous 
backing paper, remounting primary and 
secondary backing paper, mending the silk 
in-filling of the margin, restoring color, 
remaking support, attaching painting to 
new support, disposing border decorative 
material, and reframing

104.8 O0629 Chen Yin-huei Seafood

Consolidating painting layer, cleaning 
backside of support, lining support, 
replacing stretcher, cleaning painting 
layer, inserting lost parts, restoring color, 
and varnishing

104.8 O0238 Chen Yin-huei Under the Bridge

Painting layer consolidation, cleaning 
backside of support, jointing support 
margin with new material, reinforcing 
structure, replacing stretcher, cleaning 
painting layer, inserting lost parts, 
restoring color and varnishing

104.8 O0166 David Diao Seal/Zeal cleaning painting layer and  installing 
hooks 

104.9 I0258 Lin Yu-shan The Morning Frost

Cleaning, reinforcing medium, surface 
cleaning, removing previous backing 
paper, mending breaks, restoring color, 
mounting as folded screen, and making 
exhibition frame

104.11 P0249 Chen Ting-shih Will #19
De-mounting, color consolidation, 
cleaning with deionized water, bleaching, 
repairing creases, and applying protection 

Works 
restored
in 2015

 back
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No. Call No. Loaned to Exhibit / Project Loaned on Returned on

1 104-01 TFAM Exhibition Dept. The Testimony of Food: Ideas 
and Food 104.1.10 104.5.8

2 104-02 The General Association of 
Chinese Culture

Imagery Teaching in Arts 
Education: the Works and 
Teaching of Lee Chun-shan

104.3.18 104.5.25

3 104-03 National Taiwan Museum of 
Fine Arts

Structure of the Visual Field: 
Paintings of Hwang Chao-mo 104.3.12 104.7.11

4 104-04  National Museum of History Chen Chin and the Making of 
an Ideal Modern Girl 104.8.11 104.10.10

5 104-05 TFAM Exhibition Dept. Formosa in Formation 104.5.18 104.9.30

6 104-06 Biennale de Lyon, France 13th Biennale de Lyon: la Vie 
Moderne 104.8.1 104.4.28

7 104-07  The General Association of 
Chinese Culture

Mentor of the New Fine Arts: 
Liao Chi-chun's Gorgeous and 
Harmony Painting Style and 
Influence

104.6.6 104.8.9

8 104-09 National Taiwan Museum of 
Fine Arts

Republic Art Style and Love 
for Taiwan: Wu Chen-yen and 
Shan Shu-tze

104.7.9 104.10.7

9 104-11 TFAM Education & 
Extension Dept. I Want to Dream 104.6.11 105.2.23

10 104-13 Ullens Center for 
Contemporary Art, China David Diao 104.8.10 104.12.15

11 104-14 The General Association of 
Chinese Culture

Profound Vision with Pious 
Heart: Fu Chuan-fu's Works 
and Heritage

104.8.17 104.11.2

12 104-15 TFAM Exhibition Dept.
Chuang Che Retrospective 
Exhibition: Effusive and 
Vitality

104.9.22 105.1.4

13 104-16 Kaohsiung Museum of 
Fine Arts

Dances with the Times: 
40 years of Artist and 
Contemporary Art in Taiwan

104.9.22 104.12.10

14 104-17 National Taiwan Museum of 
Fine Arts

Eighty Years of Energy: 
Hsiao Chin's Retrospect and 
Prospect

104.9.30 105.1.10

Collections 
on loan
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No. Call No. Loaned to Exhibit / Project Loaned on Returned on

15 104-18 Taipei Zhongshan Hall 
Management Office

Tribute to the Masters: 
Exhibition of Taiwan's Eleven 
Senior Sculptors

104.9.5 104.11.30

16 104-19 Taipei National University of 
the Arts Rewind: Video Art in Taiwan 104.9.23 104.12.15

17 104-21  TFAM Exhibition Dept. Animal Farm: the Paintings of 
Su Wong-shen 104.8.17 104.12.22

18 104-22 The General Association of 
Chinese Culture

Brilliance of Ink Brushes and 
Burins in Chien Weng's Ethos: 
Exhibition of Wang Chuang-
wei's Calligraphy, Seal 
Carving, and Heritage

104.11.21 105.1.24

19 104-24 National Dr. Sun Yat-sen 
Memorial Hall

The Vernacular Eye: A 
Memorial Exhibition of Lu 
Tieh-chou's and Hsu Shen-
chou's Mineral Color Painting

104.12.19 105.3.24

20 104-25 Cultural Affairs Bureau, Chiayi 
City Government

Female, Society, Subject: 
Chang Lee Te-Ho and Taiwan 
Women Art Exhibition

105.1.15 105.4.30

21 104-26 National Dr. Sun Yat-sen 
Memorial Hall

Gestalt Aesthetics: Chen Huei-
tung Solo Exhibition 104.11.23 105.1.15

22 104-27
Department of Information 
and Tourism, Taipei City 
Government

Mutation, Truth! The 
Creativity and Originality of 
Local Artists

104.12.7 105.1.20

 back
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No. Borrower Title Borrowed on

1 Lin Houn-chang  “Space Series＂ by Huang Zhi-yang  1.7

2 Nan I Book Enterprise Co., Ltd. “On the Way Home＂ by Lin Yu-shan 1.9

3 National Palace Museum “Standing Alone Bravely＂ by Chang Lee Te-ho 1.9

4 Bonjour Paris Co., Ltd. 37 images including “Fisherman Making 
Nets＂by Tang Sze-pan 1.9

5 Chu Jing-hua “Leisurely＂by Chen Chin 1.12

6 Taipei City Archives “Festival on South Street＂by Kuo Hsueh-hu 1.14

7 Huang Yu-bin “Wounded Sadness＂by Chen Hsing-wan 1.26

8 Lin Ching-ying “Neritic Squid＂by Lin Yi-cheng 1.28

9 Ming-Dao High School “Returning Home＂by Lin Hsin-yueh 2.3

10 Hsia I-Fu 3 images including“Snow＂by Hsia I-fu 2.6

11 KangSi Cultural Co., Ltd. “Festival on South Street＂by Kuo Hsueh-hu 2.11

12 The General Association of Chinese 
Culture “Travel＂by Lii Jiin-shiow 3.3

13 Chen Chih-he “Cattle Market＂by Chen Chih-he 3.4

14 Huang Wei-min “Lodging＂by Huang Wei-min 3.10

Digital images 
loaned to other 
institutions
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No. Borrower Title Borrowed on

15 Elephant White Cultural Enterprise 
Co., Ltd. “Festival on South Street＂by Kuo Hsueh-hu 3.11

16 Archives of Modern Chinese Art 
Foundation 3 images including “Asparas＂by Hsia Yan 3.18

17 Ming-Dao High School “Rondo＂by Wu Long-rong 3.24

18 Mu Studio Co., Ltd.  “A Japanese in Taiwan Selling His  Belongings 
After WWII＂by Deng Nan-guang 3.30

19 Juming Museum “Courtyard with Banana Trees＂by Liao Chi-chun 3.31

20 Taiwan Public Television Service 
Foundation

 “Street Scene on a Summer Day＂by Chen 
Cheng-po 4.21

21 Art & Collection Corp., Ltd. “The Planet-Prophecy I＂by Tsai Honda 5.7

22 Bonjour Paris Co., Ltd. “Shilin Night Market＂by Long Sih-liang 5.11

23 Good Morning Press “Chou Meng-tieh＂by Hsi Te-chin 5.11

24 College of Arts, National Taiwan 
Normal University

“Office of Governor-General in Taipei＂by 
Ishikawa Kinichiro 5.20

25 Ink Literature Monthly Publishing 
Co., Ltd. “Future? ＂by Chen Bao-hsiung 6.9

26 Art & Collection Corp., Ltd. “Street Scene on a Summer Day＂by Chen 
Cheng-po 6.16

27 Zhongshan Hall 3 images including“Sakyamuni＂by Huang Tu-
shui 6.25

28 National Palace Museum 12 images including“On the Way Home＂by Lin 
Yu-shan 7.9
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No. Borrower Title Borrowed on

29 Department of Information and 
Tourism, Taipei City Government “Festival on South Street＂by Kuo Hsueh-hu 7.20

30 Ming-Dao High School “The Sound of Civilization＂by Chang Yung-tsun 7.30

31 Department of Information and 
Tourism, Taipei City Government

“Twelve Views of Famous Places in Taipei-
Longshan Temple＂by Gobara Koto 7.30

32 Motifpress Publishing, Andbooks 
Culture Corp., Ltd. “Festival on South Street＂by Kuo Hsueh-hu 8.5

33 Cultural Affairs Bureau, Taichung 
City Government “Courtyard with Banana Trees＂by Liao Chi-chun 8.7

34 National Taiwan Museum 12 images including“Office of Governor-General 
in Taipei＂by Ishikawa Kinichiro 8.7

35 National Taiwan Normal University “Courtyard with Banana Trees＂by Liao Chi-chun 8.11

36 Department of Information and 
Tourism, Taipei City Government  “Festival on South Street＂by Kuo Hsueh-hu 8.12

37 Department of Information and 
Tourism, Taipei City Government

“Twelve Views of Famous Places in Taipei-
Longshan Temple＂by Gobara Koto 8.24

38 National Taxation Bureau of the 
Central Area, Ministry of Finance

7 images including“Flying Gulls on the Field＂by 
Yuan Shu-jen 8.31

39 Standard Chem. & Pharm. CO., LTD. 6 images including“The Fragrance of Plants in 
Midsummer＂by Wu Mei-ling 9.11

40 National Taxation Bureau of the 
Central Area, Ministry of Finance

4 images including“Flying Gulls on the Field＂by 
Yuan Shu-jen 9.11

41 Chen Yi-an  “Street Scene on a Summer Day＂by Chen 
Cheng-po 9.21

42 Department of Information and 
Tourism, Taipei City Government  “Shilin Night Market＂by Tsai Intang 9.22
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No. Borrower Title Borrowed on

43 Department of Information and 
Tourism, Taipei City Government

2 images including“Shilin Night Market＂by Tsai 
Intang 9.22

44 Kuo Hsueh-hu Foundation 2 images including“The South＂by Lin A-chin 10.2

45 National Taxation Bureau of the 
Central Area, Ministry of Finance  “New Building＂by Chen Cheng-po 10.5

46 Ming-Dao High School  “Valley＂by Chen Chi-kwan 10.5

47 Tunghai University 1件“Yin Yang No. 2＂by Chen Chi-kwan 10.5

48 Cheng Chien-chang 3 images including“Leisurely Sitting＂by Cheng 
Chien-chang 10.6

49 Muma Culture Co., Ltd.  “Festival on South Street＂by Kuo Hsueh-hu 10.7

50 Department of Information and 
Tourism, Taipei City Government

12 images including “Twelve Views of Famous 
Places in Taipei-Cover＂by Gobara Koto 10.8

51 Tunghai University “Yin Yang No. 2＂by Chen Chi-kwan 10.13

52 National Taiwan University  “Office of Governor-General in Taipei＂by 
Ishikawa Kinichiro 10.27

53 Ten Cake Bakery “Festival on South Street＂by Kuo Hsueh-hu 11.23

54 CommonWealth Magazine Co., Ltd. “My Loft in Paris-Insight Series-Mirror, 
Chair＂by Huang Ming-chang 11.24

55 National Taiwan Normal University 15 images including“Kathmandu, Nepal＂by Lo 
Ching-yun 11.27

56 Lungteng Cultural Co., Ltd. “Twelve Views of Famous Places in Taipei-
Cover＂by Gobara Koto 11.27
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No. Borrower Title Borrowed on

57 Bonjour Paris Co., Ltd. 10 images including“Temple of Confucius＂by 
Kuo Po-chuan 12.21

58 Origin Integrated Marketing Co., Ltd. 2 images including“Festival on South Street＂by 
Kuo Hsueh-hu 12.24

Fifty-eight requests granted for a combined total of 184 images borrowed in 2015.

 back
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NO Department Purpose Title Borrowed on

1 Volunteer Office Art Express 6 images including “A Boy with His Water Buffalo＂ 
by Lee Ming-tiao 1.9

2 Volunteer Office Art Express 2 images including “A Rainy Scene＂ 
by Cheng Sang-hsi 1.21

3 Education and 
Extension Dept.

For 2015 New Year 
card

“Twelve Views of Famous Places in Taipei＂ 
by Gobara Koto 2.6

4 Volunteer Office Art Express 13 images including “Early Spring＂ 
by Lee Chung-chung 3.5

5 Volunteer Office Art Express 11 images including “New Building＂ 
by Chen Cheng-po 3.4

6 Volunteer Office Art Express 6 images including “All Things Be Well＂ 
by Cheng Shan-hsi 3.13

7 Volunteer Office Art Express 41 images including “Sea of Clouds, Mount Ali＂
 by Wong Lui-sang 4.14

8 Education and 
Extension Dept. 2015 X-site “Yin Yang No. 2＂ by Chen Chi-kwan 4.23

9 Exhibitions Dept.
For “Animal Farm: 
the Paintings of Su 

Wong-shen＂

4 images including “Foreign Concession: Alien 
Cemetery＂ by Su Wong-shen 5.5

10 Volunteer Office Art Express 9 images including “Pheasants＂
by Lin Yu-shan 5.11

11 Media and IT 
Division

TFAM official 
website

28 images including “Yushima Confucian Temple＂ 
by Asai Chu 5.12

12 Research Dept.  Modern Art Quarterly 5 images including “Meditation within the Void＂ 
by Yu Peng 6.4

13 Public Relation 
Office Media report 2 images including “Accordion＂ by Chen Chin 6.9

14 Public Relation 
Office Media report 3 images including “Sakyamuni＂ by Huang Tu-shui 6.16

15 Public Relation 
Office Media report 6 images including “Festival on South Street＂

by Kuo Hsueh-hu 7.2

16 Public Relation 
Office Media report 2 images including “Tokyo Snaps＂ 

by Deng Nan-guang 7.28

Digital images 
borrowed in-
house
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NO Department Purpose Title Borrowed on

17 Public Relation 
Office Media report 43 images including “Yushima Confucian Temple＂ 

by Asai Chu 8.5

18 Research Dept.  Modern Art Quarterly 2 images including “Metropolis Variation＂ 
by Hu Kun-jung 8.17

19 Exhibitions Dept.

Fro “Chuang 
Che Retrospective 

Exhibition: Effusive 
and Vitality＂

2 images including “Autumn＂ by Chuang Che 9.3

20 Volunteer Office Art Express 8 images including “A Pair of Geese＂ 
by Shen Yao-chu 9.8

21 Public Relation 
Office Media report “Invade the TFAM＂ by Kuo I-chen 10.6

22 Exhibitions Dept.
Exhibition for Artists 
from Eight Areas in 

North Taiwan
3 images including “Visitor＂ by Wang Ya-hui 10.14

23 Public Relation 
Office Media report “Festival on South Street＂ by Kuo Hsueh-hu 10.20

24 Secretariat For 2016 New Year 
card “Festival on South Street＂ by Kuo Hsueh-hu 11.12

25 Public Relation 
Office Media report 4 images including “Anti‧mei‧ology＂ 

by Kao Chung-li 11.19

26 Public Relation 
Office Media report 5 images including “Post-war＂ by Ho Te-lai 11.19

27 Public Relation 
Office Media report “Autumn＂ by Chuang Che 12.9

28 Public Relation 
Office Media report “A Trip to Wushe＂ by Wang Hsin 12.16

29 Public Relation 
Office Media report 3 images including “Landscape of Lanyu＂ 

by Yen Shui-long 12.16

29 requests granted, 213 images borrowed in total

 back
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2015 
visitor counts

Month Adult Discount Group Gratis Activity Blockbuster Total

Jan 5,426 2,526 0 23,240 0 0 31,192 

Feb 7,557 2,987 42 15,156 0 0 25,772 

Mar 7,616 4,055 356 26,480 0 0 38,507 

Apr 8,703 4,334 391 32,720 0 0 46,145 

May 6,373 2,366 84 28,344 0 0 37,167 

Jun 11,261 4,569 210 21,455 0 0 37,468 

Jul 13,089 6,065 567 22,422 0 0 42,143 

Aug 11,877 5,627 598 14,375 0 0 32,477 

Sep 3,646 1,773 197 20,025 0 0 25,641 

Oct 9,625 4,065 587 21,491 0 0 35,768 

Nov 9,313 4,637 611 17,953 0 0 32,514 

Dec 9,796 4,908 420 16,253 0 0 34,488 

Total 104,282 47,912 4,063 259,914 0 0 419,282 

 back



Programs Statistics  

Category Lectures Salons Forums/Conferences Holidays /celebrations Art Express Creative workshops for 
all ages TFAM Nights activities Saturday evening viewing 

hours Library 712 Workshop 456 Workshop Exhibits/Art activities Other activities(sum) Screening Children's art 
activities(sum) Age-friendly

Month Sessions Participants Sessions Participants Sessions Participants Sessions Participants Sessions Participants Sessions Participants Sessions Participants Sessions Participants Participants Sessions Participants Sessions Participants Sessions Participants numbers Sessions Participants numbers Sessions Participants Sessions Participants Sessions

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 25 0 0 0 0 5 1,177 1,129 42 893 6 140 4 50,671 4 49 1,058 82 1 

2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 50 0 0 0 0 4 1,785 524 43 757 6 126 5 39,885 4 50 933 73 1 

3 1 150 0 0 1 290 0 0 2 80 0 0 0 0 4 1,903 880 36 647 9 190 6 49,621 6 49 1,357 79 4 

4 1 35 2 130 0 0 1 19,581 2 120 0 0 3 750 4 2,056 798 13 255 3 90 2 69,926 10 24 1,380 37 8 

5 0 0 0 0 2 260 0 0 2 50 0 0 4 700 5 1,471 1,037 15 199 0 0 8 56,560 10 23 1,209 15 8 

6 0 0 1 90 3 440 0 0 2 100 21 4,677 4 450 4 2,314 1,148 11 144 0 0 8 54,666 12 40 5,401 1 2 500 11 10 

7 0 0 1 90 2 190 0 0 3 215 27 12,015 1 150 4 2,351 1,085 6 89 0 0 10 62,497 7 13 12,749 0 0 0 6 7 

8 0 0 3 160 2 120 0 0 3 170 27 8,895 0 0 3 1,037 861 10 122 0 0 8 51,992 12 21 9,555 0 0 0 28 8 

9 0 0 1 85 0 0 0 0 3 170 28 3,493 0 0 4 1,325 837 0 0 4 110 8 39,629 0 0 0 19 4 

10 1 120 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 150 10 2,355 0 0 5 2,010 0 4 55 4 112 8 52,623 7 19 2,792 0 0 0 22 11 

11 0 0 0 0 1 80 0 0 3 125 0 0 0 0 4 1,275 625 16 267 0 0 7 49,804 4 20 472 0 0 0 30 5 

12 0 0 1 30 3 187 2 2,312 1 25 0 0 0 0 4 1,342 887 19 383 0 0 6 51,150 9 27 670 1 1 200 34 8 

合計 3 305 9 585 14 1,567 3 21,893 26 1,280 113 31,435 12 2,050 50 20,046 9,811 215 3,811 32 768 80 629,024 85 335 37,576 436 0 75 



Category Guided tours  Audio tours Art Education In-Depth Principal's Day Borough Chief's Day Teacher's Day/Workshop Happiness Project Summer Camp Foreign 
guests

Art Education 
Exhibits

Guided Tours for Special 
Groups Guided Tours for Families Guided Tours for Families 

(Children's Art) Special Occassions Group Reservation

Month Sessions Participants Sessions Participants Sessions Participants Sessions Participants Sessions Participants Sessions Participants Sessions Participants Sessions Participants Participants Participants Sessions Participants Sessions Participants Sessions Participants Sessions Participants Male Female

1 16 467 1 548 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 934 22,612 1 19 34 684 

2 65 1,874 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 796 16,703 4 72 10 195 24 404 

3 205 6,021 0 0 94 3,053 0 0 0 0 2 75 0 0 0 0 933 17,135 5 121 18 278 34 602 

4 240 6,506 0 0 106 3,497 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,411 28,294 1 30 35 501 21 553 

5 150 4,438 1 262 90 3,115 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,094 0 3 86 6 135 0 0 

6 185 5,327 1 705 81 2,687 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,267 16,494 3 62 21 384 0 0 

7 60 2,826 1 943 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,436 24,623 0 0 79 1,400 0 0 

8 107 2,681 1 1,192 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,773 19,221 17 335 70 1,221 18 421 

9 129 3,155 1 696 42 1,376 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,370 13,643 13 294 48 874 15 279 

10 184 5,201 1 427 172 3,671 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2,103 18,593 5 125 36 975 14 290 7 155 

11 177 5,402 0 0 101 2,642 0 0 0 0 1 30 0 0 0 0 1,350 13,656 5 97 64 1,332 14 207 1 14 1,611 1,930 

12 197 6,226 0 0 104 3,502 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,413 14,040 8 197 71 1,397 15 178 3 245 2,161 2,176 

合計 1,715 50,124 7 4,773 790 23,543 0 0 0 0 3 105 0 0 0 0 15,880 205,014 65 1,438 458 8,692 189 3,618 11 414 3,772 4,106 

 back
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TFAM 2015 
visit monthly 
trends

Physical visits

Online visits

 2015.01.01-12.31TFAM MUSEUM Total number of Online Visits: 1,209,621

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

31,192 25,772 38,507 46,145 37,167 37,468 42,143 32,477 25,641 35,768 32,514 34,488

179,413 160,146 110,234 48,092 99,493 97,387 104,613 88,784 73,270 88,860 80,154 79,175
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Major sponsors and supporters
 

• "The Power of Architecture: Louis Kahn"was sponsored by Dahin Development Ltd. and 

Goethe-Institut Taipei, and was subsidized by Ministry of Culture.

• The exhibition fee of "56th La Biennale di Venezia" was subsidized by Ministry of Culture

• TFAM's arts administrator cultivation project was sponsored by The Museum Friends 

Association 

01/03 Gan Zhiyi, Director of Shanghai Minsheng Art Museum, visited TFAM. 

03/02 Mori Ichiro, Director of Mie Prefectural Art Museum of Japan, visited TFAM.

04/28   Three guests from Secretaria de Cultura de la Presidencia (Secretary of Culture of the  

 President's Office), El Salvador, including Ramón Douglas Rivas, Secretario(Secretary), his  

 wife, and Antonio de Jesús Villalta, Chief of Information Dept. of the secretary, visited  

 TFAM.

05/01   Two guests from Galerie Mitterrand, France, including Jean-Gabriel Mitterrand, Director,  

 visited TFAM.

05/28  Two guests from Istituto Superiore per le Industrie Artistiche, Rome, Italy, including Prof.  

 Marco Vagnini, the Vice-director, visited TFAM.

06/04   Three guests from Kitakyushu Municipal Museum of Art, Japan, including Nishimura  

 Isaharu, the Director, visited TFAM.

06/04   Eugene Tan, Director of National Museum of Singapore, paid his visit. 

06/17   Five guests from the Dept. of Art, Faculty of Education, Yamaguchi University of Japan,  

 including Professor Fukuda Takamasa visited TFAM.

06/23   Three guests from Gwangju Museum of Art of Korea, including Jin-Ho Jo, the Director and  

 Yun Ik, the General Curator, visited TFAM. 

06/29   Three honorable guests from National Tokyo University of the Arts, Japan, visited TFAM

07/08   Nine Hong Kong artists in residence from Juming Museum visited TFAM.

07/09   Xu Ke, Associate Editor of Art China, Shanghai, and Lu Yen, General Manager of Duo Yun  

 Xuan Auctions Co. Ltd., Shanghai, visited TFAM.

07/09   Tsubaki Noboru, Professor of Kyoto University of Art and Design, paid his visit.

08/22   Dr. David Dooley, the Principal of the University of Rhode Island of America, visited TFAM. 

09/11   Tam Mei-yee, Director of Hong Kong Museum of Art, Mok Kat-wing, Curator (Modern Art)  

 of the museum, and Cynthia Mo, Leisure and Cultural Services Dept., Hong Kong, visited  

 TFAM.

09/7-12  Soh-Yeong Roh, Director of Art Center Nabi, Seoul; Si Woo Kim, Curator; the   

 representative of Alternative Space Loop; Jinsuk Suh, Director of Nam June Paik Art Center;  

 Sunjung Kim, Curator of Art Sonje Center; Joon Lee,  Director of Leeum, Samsung Museum  

 of Art; Daehyung Lee, Art Director of Hyundai Motor Company; Jingeun Cho, Manager  

 of Curator Team of National Museum of Modern and Contemporary Art,   

 Korea; the representative of Arario Museum; Hong-hee Kim, Director of Seoul Museum of  

 Art; Jee-sook Beck, Artistic Director of SeMA Biennale Mediacity Seoul; Suk-Won Chang,  

 Director of Jeonbuk Art Museum, and Jin-Ho Jo, Director of Gwangju Museum of Art of  

 Korea, visited TFAM.

International exchange



 10/27 Patrick Gygerh, Director of Le Lieu Unique, France, paid his visit.

10/29 Frank van de Schoor, the Dutch curator, visited TFAM. 

10/30 Krissana and Kanchanapawan Chaiviriyanont, Education and Exhibition Dept. of Bangkok  

 Art and Culture Centre, Thailand, visited TFAM.

11/01 CEO of Society of Performing Art, Houston, USA, and CEO of Houston First Cooperation,  

 USA, visited TFAM.

11/04 Laura Raicovich, Director of Queens Museum of Art, and Jason Edward Kaufman, senior art  

 critic, visited TFAM.

11/10 A team of 21 guests from The Korea Museum Association visited TFAM.

11/17 A team of 16 guests of National Culture and Arts Foundation´s Exchange Program for  

 Visual Arts Curators of Taiwan and Korea visited TFAM.

11/17 Six guests from Asian Art Museum of San Francisco, USA, including Tim Hallman, Director  

 of Communications and Business Dept., visited TFAM.

11/29 Fukui Shohei, Chief Producer of The 2005 World Exposition, Aichi, Japan, visited TFAM.

12/13 Five guests from Ministry of Community and Cultural Affair of Palau, including Joylenn  

 Baklai Temegil-Chilton, the Minister, visited TFAM.

12/31 Two guests from Museum of East Asian Art, Köln, Germany, including Adele Schlombs, the  

 Director, visited TFAM.

 back
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